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On behalf of the Board of Governors of the First Narayever Congregation, “Shana Tova”. May 

5779 be a special and joyful year for you and your family. The Narayever operates through the 

spirit and dedication of its volunteers. On the High Holidays our members help organize the 

services, arrange for honours, decorate the MNjcc, act as ushers and ticket takers, run adult and 

children’s programs, sing in our choir, and a whole lot more. Co-President Avi Schonbach and 

I would like to extend a heartfelt thank you to everyone that has helped make these “Days of 

Awe”, well, truly awesome. The period from Rosh Hashanah to Yom Kippur is one of reflection, 

forgiveness, redemption, and renewal. The coming year is one in which these values will be par-

amount in the life of our congregation.  

Renovation: Hopefully, by the time you read this we will have received a positive decision 

from the Ontario Municipal Board regarding our renovation. An elevator up to the sanctuary 

and down to the social hall will remove barriers to participation. It will make the Narayever 

even “more egalitarian”. Those currently excluded from attending services will have full access.  

However, before there are shovels in the ground all members of the congregation will have an 

opportunity to approve, or reject, the renovation plan proposed by the Board and to consider 

its scope, and cost. Information meetings, followed by a vote at a Special General Meeting, 

will be held. If the renovation is approved we will launch a concerted capital campaign to raise 

funds, calling on the membership to contribute time and money to this effort. We will keep 

you advised of progress on this front.

Renewal: This year includes a different kind of renewal. The term of Rabbi Elkin’s current 

contract comes to an end in 5779. I am pleased that both the Board, and the Rabbi, have ex-

pressed a desire to renew.  We are confident we can reach a mutually satisfactory agreement in 

the coming year.

Reconciliation: Canada is engaged in a process of reconciliation with its indigenous people.  

As part of Canada’s sesquicentennial year our President’s announcements on Shabbat have 

included a traditional territory acknowledgement. The Board of Governors will now consider 

whether to adopt different means of encouraging reconciliation with Canada’s first people.  

Resources: The commitment by volunteers of their time (and treasure) to the Narayever 

community is truly inspiring. In 5779 we will likely be calling on the membership as never  

before. Assistance will be needed on everything from helping to form a minyan for Friday night  
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services to assisting with services at an alternate location (when and if we need to relocate for 

the renovation). All skills, knowledge, muscle and, of course, financial assistance will be most 

welcome.   

Re-connection:  If you have not been to shul lately, please come. There is something magical 

about services at 187 Brunswick Ave; the beautiful singing, the light streaming in through the 

windows, the gorgeous Bima and beautiful Ark and, of course, the warm and wonderful peo-

ple.  Enjoy the delicious Kiddush and introduce yourself to me, or Avi.  If you’re not a member 

yet, let us persuade you to become one. If you are a member, please invite friends and relatives 

to join. Regardless, all are most welcome to pray and celebrate with us. The Jewish New Year is 

a great time to reconnect with your Judaism. Come and do so at the First Narayever.

Hart Schwartz

Co-President

president@narayever.ca
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Dear Friends, 

The contemporary Jewish poet and liturgist Marcia Falk writes the following reflection in her 

book of blessings and kavannot for the High Holiday season:
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Nothing. You began as nothing and you will end as nothing.

And in between – everything, and nothing.

In between – joy and sorrow, beauty and decay.

Everything yours to partake of, yours to bear. Yours to see, to know, 
to give birth to – and to let go. 

None of it yours to have.

Not even you are yours to have. You belong to a wholeness so great 
that you cannot even conceive of it.

No, it is not a belonging; nothing owns you. You are simply part of 
it. You came out of it and you will return to it. 

You do not ever leave it, you are part of it forever.
And this is your moment to be alive.

The High Holidays are the season in the Jewish year when we confront the most profound 

questions of human existence. In the midst of preparing our brisket and our chicken soup, in 

the midst of arranging time off from work or school to attend services, in the midst of organiz-

ing tickets for ourselves and our family members, we also are asked by our tradition to attend 

to such questions as who we are, what is the purpose of our lives, where we’re going after we 

die, and the like. It is a busy month indeed.

Marcia Falk addresses some of these questions in this kavannah. Note that she does so without 

ever mentioning God, or the Jewish people, or the Torah, or mitzvot, or repentance. It is not 

as if those things are unimportant. They have long been central parts of the Jewish conversa-

tion about the fundamental questions of human existence. But Falk’s reflection chooses other 

language to continue the conversation. 
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What do we gain by speaking of “a wholeness so great that you cannot even conceive of it” 

instead of “God”, and what do we lose? What are the implications of thinking that this reality 

that constitutes our whole existence is our “moment to be alive”, in between two nothingness-

es? Does passivity flow from that awareness of the nothingness that awaits, or an energized 

sense that we had better use the limited time we have well? If the latter, what does that mean 

exactly -- what do we need to “give birth to”, and what do we need to let go of, during our 

time on earth? 

Many of us are exercised about political developments in the world around us. And well we 

should be. There is much for us to be disturbed by, and every reason for us to be engaged to do 

our part to counter the trends we find most negative, and promote our vision for a better soci-

ety. The yamim noraim can, however, help us keep some of our political battles in perspective. 

Joy and sorrow, beauty and decay – all are parts of our human experience. Accepting the fact 

that there will inevitably be sorrow and decay can help us advocate for joy and beauty without 

getting too weighed down by our setbacks.

I wish everyone in the Narayever community an inspiring and reflective yamim noraim 5779. 

I look forward to seeing you at the shul or the MNjcc, as we together as a community both 

“partake of” and “bear” the richness and challenge of our tradition.

RABBI’S MESSAGE
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Rabbi Ed Elkin

rabbi@narayever.ca
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TEFILLAH COACH’S MESSAGE

In the month of Tishrei, many of us will probably be in 
shul more than usual. Coming together as a community, 
we’ll hear, and likely sing along with, some traditional 
High Holiday melodies. If we time it right, we’ll also take 
in the sounds of the shofar. Despite our best intentions, 
this is also a time when some of us may find it more dif-
ficult to engage in prayer/tefillah/davening. 

On the one hand, prayer is a natural part of human ex-
istence that we engage in often without even realizing it.  
As individuals, many situations we experience become 
occasions for spontaneous prayer.  Rabbi Burt Jacobson 
says, in Worlds of Jewish Prayer, that every cry of agony 
from a pained heart, every dream for a better world and 
every feeling of awe or gratitude is a kind of prayer. 

But for some of us, rather than inspiring us to engage 
in prayer, the extensive liturgy in the machzor, may be 
daunting. How can we possibly sit, stand, listen or read 
with kavannah – spiritual focus – for that long?  

Another obstacle may be the language of some of the pi-
yyutim – religious poems – that are a feature of the High 
Holiday services. Their depiction of human beings as sin-
ners whose fate is decreed by God, and the metaphors for 
God and the relationship of human beings to the divine, 
may simply not speak to us.  

In his book, The Way into Encountering God in Judaism, 
Rabbi Neil Gillman, a”h, writes: “Every generation sub-
stitutes its own novel metaphors for ones that no longer 
work...We discover God and then invent metaphors to 
characterize the God we experience.”  How might our 
experience of prayer be enhanced if we took this as an in-
vitation to select words or images that align more closely 
with our own personal conception and experience of the 
divine? 

The Haftarah for the first day of Rosh Hashanah, of-
fers another pathway into prayer. Taken from the book 
of Samuel I, it recounts the story of Hannah, who longs 
to conceive a child. She pours out her heart to God in 

prayer, and is noticed by Eli, the Kohen. Seeing Hannah 
move her lips silently in intense concentration, Eli re-
bukes her for being drunk. Hannah explains that she has 
simply been speaking to God out of her anguish, express-
ing her heart’s desire. In the Talmud, Hannah is held up 
as the model to emulate when praying the Amida – which 
was known in the Talmud as ha-tefilla- the quintessential 
prayer. Our sages teach us that, as Hannah did, we are to 
stand, pronounce the words quietly, and pray from the 
heart.  

As the Amida is a feature of every service, it is likely that 
we will encounter it at least once during the High Holi-
days. The Amida, which is recited individually and then 
repeated by the prayer leader, provides an opportunity 
for both spontaneous and ritual tefillah. During the in-
dividual recitation we can take time for private, personal 
prayer. We can try to emulate Hannah, to focus inward 
and speak from the heart. Whether we can relate to the 
idea of a higher power or not, there is immense benefit 
in taking stock of our path and our sense of meaning in 
life. There is great personal and emotional value in setting 
aside time for introspection and unburdening one’s heart.   

After all, the rabbis assert that, regarding tefillah, it is the 
heart that counts. 

If you would like to deepen your experience of tefillah /
prayer by learning to lead any part of our services, please 
contact me at tefillah@narayever.ca.

Ruth Rohn  
Tefillah Coach

RITUAL



Rosh Hashanah this year begins Sunday evening, September 9, 2018 and Yom Kippur begins Tuesday evening, 
September 18. Once again, we will have services in two locations: at the shul, led by Rabbi Elkin and at the Miles Nadal 
Jewish Community Centre, led by Rabbi David Weiss.

Services at the shul are for members only while services at the MNjcc are open to both members and non-members.  
At the MNjcc we also have extensive alternative programming for children, youth and adults. This includes super-
vised spaces for children on both evenings of Yom Kippur. If you’d like to learn more, please visit the shul’s website at  
www.narayever.ca.

We are also looking for people to help with the High Holidays and encourage you to volunteer, whatever your skills. 
Below are some areas where we need many people to volunteer. All are welcome.

Ushering

Are you skilled at helping people find their way? Then 
consider signing up for a one-hour ushering shift. An 
usher’s responsibilities include: welcoming people at 
the door to the sanctuary, helping them find seats and 
washrooms, and providing large-print prayer books 
upon request. To volunteer for an ushering shift at the  
MNjcc please contact Ellen Friedland at: 

Keeping Us On The Same Page

Thanks to our Accessibility Committee we now have 
excellent page number signs at the MNjcc. To keep the 
congregation on the same page, our place in the service is 
tracked by volunteers managing these signs. Several vol-
unteers are required for this responsibility, taking turns in 
shifts. To volunteer to help out with the page numbers, 
please contact Roz Train at hhd@narayever.ca.

Meal Matching 

If you have room at your table for guests, or if you need 
a place to go for Rosh Hashanah or breaking of the 
fast after Yom Kippur, please get in touch with us at  
fn.meal.matching@gmail.com.

Set Up For Services
 
Volunteers needed at the MNjcc to help with set-up 
and break-down. Volunteers are needed the after-
noons of Erev Rosh Hashanah (Sept. 9) and Erev Yom  
Kippur (Sept. 18) at the MNjcc to help with the finishing 
touches for the High Holidays. This includes setting out 
flowers and decorations, tablecloths, signage and other vi-
sual communications. Volunteers are also needed for the 
break-down. If you can help, please email Marsha at the 
office admin@narayever.ca.

(Ways to Help Out Cont’d on next page.)

HIGH HOLIDAYS 5779

WAYS TO HELP OUT

Donate Non-Perishable Food Items

Most of us have the luxury of fasting by choice on Yom 
Kippur. But not everyone knows what it’s like to have 
food in the cupboard and fridge every day.  Please help 
out by contributing food items on Erev Yom Kippur.

6

friedlandellen@hotmail.com.

ROSH HASHANAH & YOM KIPPUR
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START THE NEW YEAR WITH A  
MITZVAH BY VOLUNTEERING! 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Rosalyn Train
High Holidays Coordinator

Contact: hhd@narayever.ca

Family Services and Programs  
for Children & Youth  

Led by our Director of Family & Youth Engagement, 
Sabrina Friedman, Narayever’s child and youth pro-
grams at the MNjcc are very important to us. We 
have terrific volunteers, both among the strong teen 
program leaders and our adult hall-monitors. If you 
would like to be a hall-monitor on the programming 
floors of the MNjcc, please reach out to Roz Train at   
hhd@narayever.ca or Sabrina Friedman at 
sabrina@narayever.ca for more information. 

(Ways to Help Out Cont’d from previous page.)

WAYS TO ENRICH YOUR EXPERIENCE  
OF THE HIGH HOLIDAYS

Saturday September 1, 10:15 pm, Circus Tent B, 
Harbourfront Centre (FREE)

Narayever’s Selichot Service will take place at the  
Ashkenaz Festival this year.

Selichot are both the penitential prayers and poems that 
mark this time in the month of Elul, as well as the name 
for the service that falls at this time in the Jewish cal-
endar. This participatory/experiential event will explore 
the mysteries of the Selichot service through a fusion of 
music, chanting, poetry and prayer. Under the direction 
of award-winning musician and Ba’alat Neginah (prayer 
leader) Aviva Chernick, an ensemble of prayer leaders, 
vocalists and instrumentalists will bring together the di-
verse sounds of Chazzanut, Sephardic folk, Jazz, Indian 
Classical, Chassidic Chamber music, and Persian Percus-
sion, in a truly unique artistic and spiritual experience.  

SELICHOT
At the 2018 Ashkenaz Festival

Come prepared to close your eyes and listen, to open 
your mouth and sing along. Whatever your experience 
with Jewish prayer, all are welcome to this rare Ashkenaz 
Festival presentation. Sponsored by the Narayever, Beth To-
rah Congregation, Beth Tzedec Congregation, Congregation 
Habonim, Living Jewishly, Shaarei-Beth El Congregation.

For more info visit:
http://www.ashkenaz.ca/2018-festival/ 

HIGH HOLIDAYS 5779

ROSH HASHANAH & YOM KIPPUR
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WAYS TO ENRICH YOUR EXPERIENCE  
OF THE HIGH HOLIDAYS CONT’D

TASHLIKH

Tashlikh is a ceremony which traditionally takes place on 
the afternoon of the first day of Rosh Hashanah. It con-
sists of casting bread crumbs into water, symbolically cast-
ing away our sins of the previous year. We will be meeting 
next to the entrance to the St. Clair West subway station 
on Heath St, at 4:00 pm on Monday September 10 and 
we will walk together down into the ravine for Tashlikh. 
All are welcome. BYOB (Bring your own bread!).

Monday, September 10, 4:00 pm, entrance to the St. 
Clair West subway station

Why does tradition have us read about the birth of Isaac 
on the first day of Rosh Hashanah, and about his near 
sacrifice by his father on the second day? What do these 
powerful stories from Genesis have to teach us at the turn 
of the new year? We will read and discuss these narratives, 
with a special eye for connections to the themes of the 
High Holidays.

RABBI ELKIN’S PRE-ROSH  
HASHANAH SHIUR  
The Torah Readings of Rosh Hashanah

Shabbat, September 8 after Kiddush

Above: Domenichino, The Sacrifice of Abraham (1627-28)

HIGH HOLIDAYS 5779



MAIMONIDES ON THE  
OBLIGATION OF REPENTANCE
with Jack Lightstone 

THE EARLY RABBINIC ORIGINS 
OF THE THEMES OF THE 
ROSH HASHANAH LITURGY
with Jack Lightstone 

If there is a theme that overarches the entire High  
Holiday season, it is repentance. Maimonides, the 12th 
century Jewish philosopher and legal scholar, dedicated  
a treatise in his law code, the Mishneh Torah, to the  
obligation to repent. Our discussion will explore  
Maimonides’ concepts.

Jack Lightstone recently retired as president of Brock 
University in St. Catharines. He is an expert on ancient 
Judaism and contemporary North American Judaism, 
has lectured extensively, and written six books including 
Mishnah and the Social Formation of the Early Rabbinic 
Guild: A Socio-Rhetorical Approach (2002).  He is a new 
member of the Narayever.

The Hebrew Bible says relatively little about the core 
themes of Rosh Hashanah.

But the earliest rabbinic document, the Mishnah, artic-
ulated those themes. This discussion will focus on how 
our current liturgy for Rosh Hashanah is structured in 
accordance with the Mishnah’s treatment.

10:00 - 11:00 am at MNjcc on Rosh Hashanah Day 2

10:00 - 11:00 am at MNjcc on Rosh Hashanah Day 1

CHANTING IN SACRED  
COMMUNITY  
with Alon Nashman 

Chanting is a way of tuning the soul in preparation for 
the High Holidays. We will sit in song and silence as a 
spiritual ablution, to open ourselves to the divine, and to 
compose ourselves spiritually, mentally, and emotionally. 
Participants are asked to arrive on time, as we can build 
more energy when we share the entire experience in sa-
cred community.

Alon Nashman is an actor and creator of theatre. His work 
has toured across Canada and internationally, and includes 
Kafka and Son, Scorched, Alphonse, Hirsch, and Charlotte: 
A Tri-Coloured Play with Music.  Alon is a student of Rab-
bi Shefa Gold and Reb Zalman Schachter-Shalomi, zt”l, 
who have guided him in the ways of Jewish chant. 
 

9:00 - 10:00 am at MNjcc on both days of  Rosh 
Hashanah and on Yom Kippur Day

HIGH HOLIDAY ADULT LEARNING

HIGH HOLIDAYS 5779
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RABBI ELKIN’S YOM KIPPUR 
AFTERNOON SHIUR 
Yom Kippur: A Holiday about Death? 

Yom Kippur afternoon, 3:45 pm at the shul

On Yom Kippur, we traditionally wear white garments 
that are reminiscent of burial shrouds. We don’t eat or 
drink, like the dead. We recite yizkor, and we acknowl-
edge that the year to come will reveal who shall live and 
who shall die. In so many ways, Yom Kippur forces us 
to contemplate our own mortality. What does Yom Kip-
pur teach us about death? Far from being a depressing 
topic, this Yom Kippur theme is ultimately life-affirming. 
Come find out how.

JEWISH SIN & THE ANCIENT 
ART OF ARCHERY 
with Greg Beiles

In this session, we will explore the concept of ‘sin’ from 
Jewish theological and philosophical perspectives.  

Greg is a Jewish teacher and learner.  He is a shul mem-
ber who holds a PhD in Religion from The University of 
Toronto and serves as the Head of School of the Toronto 
Heschel School and Director of The Lola Stein Institute 
for Leadership in Education. 

10:00 - 11:00 am at MNjcc on Yom Kippur Day

HIGH HOLIDAY ADULT LEARNING CONT’D

THE MYSTICISM OF  
MAIMONIDES’ GUIDE TO  
THE PERPLEXED
with Rabbi David Weiss 

Rabbi Weiss will be offering a text-based shiur at the 
MNjcc on Yom Kippur day between Mincha and Maariv 
as part of his annual Yahrzeit Drasha series on Rambam’s 
(Maimonides) Guide of the Perplexed. This year we will 
focus on the mysticism of the sixth day of creation text 
“So God created the human in God’s image.”

Ticket holders for both the shul and MNjcc are welcome 
at either Yom Kippur afternoon shiur.

6:15 - 6:45 pm at MNjcc on Yom Kippur Day

HIGH HOLIDAYS 5779
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SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 9 • EREV ROSH HASHANAH

6:00 - 7:00 pm Mincha & Maariv Shul

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 • ROSH HASHANAH DAY 1

9:00 am Shacharit Shul & MNjcc

9:00 am - 10:00 am Chanting in Sacred Community MNjcc Chapel

9:00 am - end of services (1:30 pm*) Babysitting & Childcare MNjcc Nursery Area

10:00 am - 11:00 am Adult Learning with Jack Lightstone MNjcc Chapel

10:00 am - 10:45 am      Family and Youth Services MNjcc various rooms

10:00 am - 10:45 am Program for Teens MNjcc room TBD

11:00 am - 12:30 pm** Teen-led Kids’ Programming MNjcc various rooms

11:50 am* Shofar*** Shul & MNjcc

12:10 pm - 1:30 pm* Musaf Shul & MNjcc

12:00 pm  - end of services (1:30 pm*) Supervised Lounge for Kids MNjcc room TBD

4:00 pm Tashlikh
Heath Street entrance to  St. 
Clair West subway station

7:00 pm - 8:00 pm Mincha & Maariv Shul

*Time is approximate

**There is time from 10:45 am to 11:00 am for children and teens to transition from the first 10:00 am block of 
programs to the second 11:00 am block of programs.

*** The shofar is sounded in the main services as well as in the programs for children, youth and teens.

HIGH HOLIDAYS 5779
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*Time is approximate

**There is time from 10:45 am to 11:00 am for children and teens to transition from the first 10:00 am block of 
programs to the second 11:00 am block of programs.

*** The shofar is sounded in the main services as well as in the programs for children, youth and teens.

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES CONT’D

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11 • ROSH HASHANAH DAY 2

9:00 am Shacharit Shul & MNjcc

9:00 am - 10:00 am Chanting in Sacred Community MNjcc Chapel

9:00 am - end of services (1:30 pm*) Babysitting & Childcare MNjcc Nursery Area

10:00 am - 11:00 am  Adult Learning with Jack Lightstone MNjcc Chapel

10:00 am - 10:45 am      Family and Youth Services MNjcc various rooms

10:00 am - 10:45 am Program for Teens MNjcc room TBD

11:00 am - 12:30 pm**   Teen-led Kids’ Programming MNjcc various rooms

11:50 am* Shofar*** Shul & MNjcc

12:10 pm - 1:30 pm* Musaf Shul & MNjcc

12:00 pm - end of services (1:30 pm*) Supervised Lounge for Kids MNjcc room TBD

 TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18 • EREV YOM KIPPUR

6:30 pm - end of services (9:30 pm*) Babysitting & Childcare MNjcc Nursery Area

6:45 pm Mincha, Kol Nidre, Maariv Shul & MNjcc

7:00 pm - 8:15 pm Family Kol Nidre Service MNjcc room TBD

8:15 pm - end of services (9:30 pm*) Supervised Lounge for Kids MNjcc room TBD

HIGH HOLIDAYS 5779
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19 • YOM KIPPUR

9:00 am Shacharit Shul & MNjcc

9:00 am - 10:00 am Chanting in Sacred Community MNjcc Chapel

9:00 am - end of services (2:00 pm*) Babysitting & Childcare MNjcc Nursery Area

10:00 am - 11:00 am  Adult Learning with Greg Beiles MNjcc Chapel

10:00 am - 10:45 am    Family and Youth Services MNjcc various rooms

10:00 am - 10:45 am                 Program for Teens MNjcc room TBD

11:00 am - 12:30 pm** Teen-led Kids’ Programming MNjcc various rooms

11:30 am* Yizkor Shul & MNjcc

12:30 pm - end of services (2:00 pm*) Supervised Lounge for Kids MNjcc Rm 318

1:00 pm - end of services (2:00 pm*) Musaf Shul & MNjcc

3:45 pm Rabbi Elkin’s Shiur Shul

5:00 pm - end of services (8:00 pm*) Babysitting & Childcare MNjcc Nursery Area

5:00 pm Mincha & Neilah Shul & MNjcc

6:15 pm - 6:45 pm Rabbi Weiss’s Shiur MNjcc

8:02 pm Shofar & Havdalah Shul & MNjcc

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES CONT’D

*Time is approximate

**There is time from 10:45 am to 11:00 am for children and teens to transition from the first 10:00 am block of 
programs to the second 11:00 am block of programs.

HIGH HOLIDAYS 5779
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SUKKOT/SHEMINI ATZERET/SIMHAT TORAH

Following closely on the heels of the Yamim Noraim are 
the festivals of Sukkot, Shemini Atzeret, and Simhat To-
rah. Sukkot was known by the rabbis as HeHag, “the fes-
tival”, because of its crucial importance in the religious 
life of the people, and because of the great joy associated 
with the festival. We will honour that tradition by hold-
ing services on Sukkot, on Monday September 24 and 
Tuesday September 25, beginning at 9:00 am. 

Join the celebrations committee on Sunday September 
16, 11:00 am – 1:00 pm to create new decorations to 
brighten our Sukkah or make a flag to wave on Simhat 
Torah.

If you can, please upcycle empty dry water bottles, as well 
as small objects that might chime in the wind: old keys, 
glass beads, little tin cans, washers, pull tabs, anything 
that can be easily hung.

Please join us on Sunday September 23, 12:30 - 2:30 pm 
to help hang the decorations in the Narayever Sukkah.  

Come wave a Lulav and Etrog at Sukkot services and stay 
for the harvest luncheon in the Sukkah on Monday and 
Tuesday September 24 and 25.

Are you looking for a way to celebrate a milestone? Con-
sider honoring a loved one by donating to the Sukkot 
luncheon. Please contact the shul office at 416.927.0546 
or donate at www.narayever.ca. 

Members are encouraged to purchase lulav/etrog sets 
from one of the Judaica stores around town and bring 
them to Sukkot services (except on Shabbat). To order a 
set from Israel’s Judaica that can be picked up at the shul, 
please contact Jodi at 905-881-1010, ext. 23 or email 
him at jsegal@israelsjudaica.com. 

Members are also encouraged to build their own sukkah at 
their homes. For information about how to do so, please 
contact Rabbi Elkin. Our shul sukkah will be erected on 
Thursday September 20, beginning at 10:00 am; help 
would be greatly appreciated. Please contact Building 
Chair Mickey Narun at building@narayever.ca. 

The rabbi and Linda invite the whole Narayever commu-
nity to their annual open sukkah on Shabbat afternoon 
September 29 after the shul Kiddush, 2:00 -5:00 pm. 217 
Lippincott St., between Harbord and Ulster.

Shemini Atzeret, with Yizkor and Tefilat Geshem, will be 
observed on Monday October 1, beginning at 9:00 am. 
That night at 7:30 pm and the next morning October 2 
at 9:00 am we will dance with the Torah at our wonder-
fully festive Simhat Torah celebration, to close out this 
year’s yom tov season. Bring your own flag!

In addition to the traditional Simhat Torah celebration, 
young families are invited to join Rabbi Ed and Sabri-
na, our Family and Youth Engagement Director, for the 
fourth annual Simhat Torah program for young children 
and their families beginning at 6:00 pm.  

Remember – the holidays don’t end with break-the-fast at 
the end of Yom Kippur. All are welcome and encouraged 
to celebrate all the fall yom tovim at our shul. 

Looking ahead, if you would like to help plan and  
organize this year’s Hanukah or Tu B’Shvat celebra-
tions, please email Jill at celebrations@narayever.ca.  
We are looking for people to lead dreidel spin offs, music 
and singing, shadow puppet making and skits or other 
enlightening activities.

HIGH HOLIDAYS 5779
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS

By now, you should have received your membership re-
newal by email.  If you have not yet renewed your mem-
bership for the 2018-2019 year, please refer back to the 
email and follow the instructions. You are also welcome 
to call the Narayever office (416 927-0546) as soon as 
possible to complete your renewal.  A quick response will 
help the office process your High Holiday ticket order 
(Rosh Hashanah is early this year – September 10). High 
Holiday tickets will be issued upon receipt of payment. 

New this year, we will be sending two sets of tickets by 
email.  Expect to receive the Rosh Hashanah ticket first 
with the Yom Kippur ticket being sent just after Rosh 
Hashanah. 

We Warmly Welcome our New 
and Returning Members

• Seth Goren and his daughter
• Dana Granofsky
• Shelley Kirsch Spring & Howard Spring
• Judy Mintz
• Aura Ostrowski
• Meghan Prosser
• Helen & Eli Szamosi

LOOKING FOR NEW MEMBERS

At the Narayever we believe that we offer our members a 
special and unique shul experience at a very competitive 
price.  If you have family or friends interested in join-
ing our community please encourage them to check us 
out either in person on any Shabbat morning or on our  
website (www. narayever.ca). If they have questions,  
I welcome the opportunity to talk with them.

SOCIAL PROGRAMS

If you have ideas for social programming or wish to get 
involved in planning events please contact Francine Dick  
at fdick@rogers.com

David Barkin
Membership Chair

membership@narayever.ca
416-948-0850

MEMBERSHIP

Our shul has always ensured that nobody is denied mem-
bership due to their financial situation.  Members who 
are in need are granted subsidies tailored to their individ-
ual circumstances. The Membership Subsidy Fund takes 
pressure off our budget.  Members who are in a position 
to do so are encouraged to donate generously to this fund 
when completing their renewal form.

If you have any questions or concerns about renewing 
your membership, financial or otherwise, please contact 
Membership Chair, David Barkin.
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ADULT EDUCATION CLASSES

ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAMS

TEFILLAH CLASSES/JEWISH 
PRAYER 101
with Ruth Rohn

RABBI ELKIN’S MINI COURSE
Introduction to Rashi: The Man, 
His Scholarship, His Influence

We will explore, pray and learn about the style, struc-
ture and various components of the Shabbat morning 
service.  These classes are geared to beginners, all are 
welcome.

More advanced classes will follow during the year. 
For more information contact Ruth Rohn by email at 
tefillah@narayever.ca.

In this four part course, we will meet the greatest com-
mentator of all time on both the Bible and the Talmud. 
We will study his life and his historical context in 11th 
century France. We will delve into examples of his inter-
pretive techniques – particularly the interplay between 
the simple meaning of a verse and rabbinic midrashim 
on that verse. We will attempt to understand why he be-
came so influential in Jewish study of sacred Scripture, 
and also touch on his influence on Christian exegesis of 
the Bible. We will reflect on how Rashi can help us as 
contemporary Jewish readers of the Bible. The course 
fee is $18. Please register with the shul office.

Shabbat, September 22 & October 27, 9:30 - 10:30 am 
in the solarium

October 17, 24, 31, November 7, 7:00 – 9:00 pm

PRESCRIPTION FOR HEALTHY 
LIVING: What the Torah and Our 
Sages Tell Us About the Importance 
of Diet & Exercise
with Lorne Opler

Most of us might think that today’s trend towards healthy 
living is a recent phenomenon. But in Judaism, the 
emphasis on living healthy, regular exercise and watching 
what we eat can be traced all the way back to the Tanach 
and to the teachings of our Sages. So what does the 
Tanach and our Sages say about diet and exercise?  In this 
interactive discussion, we delve into the original sources 
from the Torah and from our Sages that oblige us to take 
care of our bodies. To fulfill their exhortations, we will 
begin and end our discussion with a few minutes of easy 
to do, easy to practice full body exercises. Handouts will 
be provided.  

Saturday, October 13, 1:30 pm – 2:30 pm, follow-
ing kiddush

Lorne Opler, M.Ed., is a Professor of Fitness and Health 
Promotion at Centennial College and holds a Master’s 
Degree in Health Education from the University of 
Texas at Austin. A health and fitness corporate speaker, 
fitness writer, and owner of Lorne Opler Mobile Personal 
Training, he is passionate about transforming lives 
through the power of physical activity, healthy eating and 
stress management. He also brings a strong background 
in Jewish knowledge and education, and has published 
in the Jewish Forward, Jerusalem Post, the Philadelphia 
Jewish Exponent and the Canadian Jewish News.  To 
learn more about his work, please visit his website at: 
www.trainerlorne.com
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SOCIAL ACTION

A COMPLETED REFUGEE SPONSORSHIP

The shul’s year-long refugee sponsorship of a Syrian 
family has come to an end and all loose ends have been 
tied. This provides another opportunity to celebrate 
everything our community accomplished together. Our 
hearts go out to all other displaced people, and our action 
on this issue will likely continue in various guises over the 
years ahead.

We have had two Shabbat services and kiddushim, one 
to honour the family and one to honour those from the 
congregation who assisted with their settlement. Thanks 
to all who made those two events happen, they were 
greatly appreciated! 

Also…thank you to Roy Wise, Natalie Fingerhut, Pippa 
Feinstein, and Dyanoosh Youssefi, for being the first voices 
to push for action on behalf of our congregation to help 
Syrian refugees; Nan Weiner, Issie Lyon, Andrew Brown 
and Leemor Valin, for being willing to offer their homes 
for the family to stay in the early days; Alia Rosenstock, 
Mona Kornberg, and Lucille Narun, for organizing 
the early donations and fundraising efforts; Natalie 
Fingerhut, for taking care of all the communications 
needs on behalf of the refugee group throughout this 
several year long project; Pippa Feinstein, Ricki Sharpe, 
Mona Kornberg, Micky Fraterman, Jeff Wassermann, 

Omer S, Laraine Naft, Elaine Marans, Leora Wise, 
Jonathan Zamir, and Stacia Rubinovich who constituted 
the core group responsible for responding to the family’s 
day-to-day, then week-to-week, and finally month-to-
month settlement needs. And last (but certainly not 
least) Rayane Tabara, an indispensable part of the core 
group assisting with translation needs and being a crucial 
source of support for the family as they transitioned to 
their new life here. The ties between the family, Rayane, 
and members of our core group continue and the year 
together was an interesting, busy, and special one.  

Thank you to the Narayever Board of Directors and 
Rabbi Elkin for supporting this effort since its start. Their 
support and leadership were instrumental throughout.

Just as importantly, thank you to everyone who financially 
contributed to the sponsorship, and those who donated 
their time, household goods, and helped spread the word 
about the family’s needs as they arose - there are too 
many to name individually. This initiative really did take 
a village and the support from the whole congregation 
was very special. Finally, we should also include a special 
thanks to the College Street United Church which 
donated funds and whose congregants donated their time 
to the family.

EMERGENCY FUNDS SENT TO  
ROHINGYA REFUGEES

Each year, a portion of the annual Yom Kippur appeal 
funds are put to the side to allow our congregation to 
respond to environmental and human rights crises. This 
year, half of our ‘emergency relief fund’ was provided to 
organizations providing health and other crisis response 
services to Rohingya refugees.
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SOCIAL ACTION

INTRODUCING THE NEW  
SOCIAL ACTION CHAIR

The Social Action Committee is thrilled to welcome 
Ryan Peck as its new Chair. Ryan brings much experience 
in social action and human rights advocacy, and will 
undoubtedly bring important perspectives and energy to 
the Committee.

The Committee thanks Pippa Feinstein for all her work 
as Committee chair over the last two years; with assisting 
the administration of the Yom Kippur appeal, organizing 
guest speaker events, leading the refugee sponsorship, and 
initiating the shul’s initiative to contribute to the national 
dialogue concerning reconciliation with Indigenous 
peoples. 

Social Action Committee
socialaction@narayever.ca

RITUAL

If you would like to sign up to do a haftarah during 5779, the page for the sign-up is:
https://www.signupgenius.comgo/5080c4ba5a622a64-5779.  

If you have any trouble signing up for a haftarah, please contact Sylvia at sylviasolomon.1@gmail.com, 416.652.6493.

T Z E D E K
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YOUTH & FAMILIES

ONGOING PROGRAMS FOR FAMILIES, KIDS AND TEENS

Our first Shabbat back to regularly scheduled children’s programming will be Saturday September 8. Come say hello to 
your teen program leaders, and introduce yourself to our new ShinShinim, Nir and Lian! 

CHALUTZIM LAUNCH: 
Shul Sleepover 
Grades 8 to 12

CHALUTZIM DINNER PARTY: 
Cooking Night with the ShinShinim
Grades 8 to 12

Grab your sleeping bag, pillow and toothbrush. At our 
Chalutzim Launch + shul sleepover you can expect loads 
of fun with your friends and our new ShinShinim, Lian 
and Nir - games, music, snacks and an awesome party! 
Please email sabrina@narayever.ca for more details. 

Our annual Youth Shabbat is the day when teens and younger kids lead most of the service. If you, or your child, would 
like to take part in this year’s Youth Shabbat either by leading part of the davening, leyning a small portion of Torah, or 
in some other role, please contact Jennifer at jennifer@cohenconsulting.ca.

Get your cooking skills and taste buds ready for this clas-
sic culinary event. Learn new, exciting recipes, cook a 
meal with Nir and Lian, and enjoy your homemade feast 
“family style” all together with your friends. Yum! Please 
email sabrina@narayever.ca for more details.

Saturday October 27 - Sunday October 28 Saturday November 24, 6:30 pm

SAVE THE DATES!  
YOUTH SHABBAT: Saturday December 1

(Rehearsal, Tuesday November 20, 7:00 pm)

• Barbara Saipe and Terry Saltsman, on the marriage of their son Peter to Chloe Cushman

• Greg Beiles, on completing his doctorate in Jewish Studies at the University of Toronto

• Erica & Elisha Denburg, on the birth of their son 

• Sylvia Solomon, on the marriage of her son Motti to Elizabeth Spevack

Mazel Tov To...
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EVENTS FOR FAMILIES*

SIMHAT TORAH FOR FAMILIES

Celebrate our Tree of Life, the Torah, with family friendly 
singing, dancing and crafting with Sabrina and the Shin-
Shinim. We will unfurl the Torah while our wonderful Rab-
bi Ed walks us through some very interesting Torah facts!   
A light snack will be served.

Monday, October 1, 6:00 pm  

HAVDALLAH

A moving, family friendly, musical Havdallah experience 
for kids and grown-ups alike. If you want that extra kick 
of Jewish ritual in your family’s lives, come say the bless-
ings, sing, hear a story, do a craft and have a light snack 
with Sabrina.  Save the Date! Next Havdallahs will be Sat-
urdays January 12, 6:00 pm and  February 9,  6:30 pm.

Saturday November 10, 5:45 pm  

EAST END GROOVE! 

BAR & BAT MITZVAH PROGRAM

The Narayever will once again be taking an active 
role in all of the downtown “Grooves” this year. These 
are an excellent way for families to connect with our 
wider downtown Jewish community and institutional 
partners. The Grooves provide a space for families to 
explore multiple dimensions of Judaism, through ac-
tivities and fun. Save the Date! Hanukah Groove will be 
Sunday November 25, 10:00 am – 1:00 pm.

Our 2018/2019 Bat & Bar Mitzvah class will be start-
ing on September 17, 2018. Rabbi Ed and Sabrina are 
thrilled to announce that our incoming class is the 
largest in the program’s last 3 years, with an enrollment 
of 18 students. We look forward to a year of learning 
& exploring Judaism together. 

Sunday October 21, 2:30 pm - 4:30 pm, 
Location TBD 

YOUTH & FAMILIES

When a program is indicated that it is for 
“families”, we are targeting the content for 
kids under bat/bar mitzvah age. 

*
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SHINSHINIM

MEET OUR NEW SHINSHINIM

We are so thrilled to be welcoming our 9th pair of UJA ShinShinim to our shul community. There are many opportuni-
ties for you to meet Nir and Lian and get to know them this fall. Be sure to mark these exciting dates in your calendar!

Where to find the ShinShinim:

• Tuesday October 23 

• Tuesday December 4 

• Tuesday February 5 

• Tuesday April 2 

• Tuesday June 11 

Lian & Nir

Lian Engelstein (left) is an artistic, caring individual with lots of energy, patience 
and excellent ideas. Nir Yatuv (right) is a creative, dedicated young leader with a 
strong desire to strengthen his already impressive skill set. Both are quite enthusi-
astic and committed to the ShinShinim program.

Take the ShinShinim Home for Dinner. After the High Holidays, Lian and Nir will be ready to jump right in and 
get to know as many members of our community as possible. We have found that one of the best ways to truly get 
to know our ShinShinim is on a more personal level, over a  meal. Our ShinShinim will be available some Tuesday 
and Sunday evenings in the fall for you to bring them home for dinner. Please see the Narayever Net in September 
or email sabrina@narayever.ca for a list of dates. Nir and Lian thank you in advance for your kind invitation!

FIRST SHABBAT 
First Shabbat with our new ShinShinim will be Saturday 
September 8. Be sure to come introduce yourself. And, as 
always, our ShinShinim will then be at shul most every 
Shabbat through the 2018/2019 school year. 

MOVIE NIGHTS
Our wonderful new ShinShinim will be hosting many 
movie nights for the adults in our community throughout 
the year. All movie nights are at the Narayever, from 7:00 
– 9:00 pm. Please take note of the dates below and we’ll 
see you there:

Sabrina Friedman
Director of Family & Youth Engagement

sabrina@narayever.ca
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SHUL MATTERS

KESHER-SHABBAT DINNERS AT A NARAYEVER HOME 

by Lesley Simpson

Kesher means connection. There is a famous midrash about Abraham opening up his tent for strangers and offer-
ing home hospitality. This idea of opening our “tents” is something I would like to launch with members of the 
shul. It’s a personal Shabbat dinner experience. It is open to everyone in the shul and “reservations” will be first 
come, first served. We are keeping the initiative small to make it doable and easy.

WHY? One of the most beautiful parts of Shabbat is 
welcoming people to our tables. One of the opportu-
nities here is to get to know people from our own shul, 
face to face. If you are a new member, this program is a 
way to meet folks. If you’re an old member this is a way 
to expand your social connections.

WHEN? Friday October 12, 2018 for Shabbat dinner 
in a shul member’s home.

HOW DOES IT WORK? You can sign up to be a guest 
or a host. Friends are welcome to get together and co-
host. As a host, you open your home and prepare Shab-
bat dinner. If you live in a small apartment you can 
open your home up to one or two guests. If you have 
more space you can decide how many people you can 
reasonably accommodate. 

WHAT INFORMATION DO WE NEED? If you would 
like to be a host please supply your name, email, phone 
number and address, and how many people you would 
like to welcome to shabbatdinner@narayever.ca. Please 
advise if your home is kosher, vegetarian or omnivore, 
and whether or not you have culinary flexibility. We will 
respect allergies and dietary issues to the best of our abili-
ties.  Hosts are asked to lead or recite Shabbat table bless-
ings such as candles, motzi, and kiddush, or have them 
recited by someone else. However, there is no particular 
form that these rituals need to take. Please consult Rabbi 
Elkin if you have any questions about this aspect.

WHAT CAN I DO AS A GUEST? Guests can ask their 
hosts how they can help out. Some hosts may appreciate 
a bottle of wine, others may want help on the food front, 
or help washing dishes at the end of the meal! People 
who would like to be guests should provide email, phone 
number and address to shabbatdinner@narayever.ca. 

HOW WILL GUESTS AND HOSTS MEET? Some 
people may choose to attend the Friday night service 
and meet their guests at the shul. Others can arrange 
to meet at the home of the hosts. These decisions are 
at the discretion of the host and will be worked out 
between hosts and their assigned guests. 

WHAT IS THE DEADLINE? The deadline for re-
sponding is September 21, 2018. If you miss the dead-
line, we hope October 12 will be a pilot so we can offer 
the program again.

QUESTIONS? For questions not answered here please 
reach out to me at shabbatdinner@narayever.ca 
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SHUL MATTERS

MEMORIES OF PETER GOLD z”l

by Stuart Schoenfeld, with the help of a dozen others, a small sample of Peter’s many friends in the congregation.

The facts are on record, how Peter, Elaine and family 
have been active at the Narayever for almost forty years, 
that Peter was president and remained an active com-
mittee chair on the board. We remember how he was 
with us all the time at services, at the front near the 
aron, engrossed in prayer and study, but alert to wel-
come friends and help out. We remember how extraor-
dinarily nice he was – friendly and enthusiastic, happy 
to meet and learn about new people.    

I asked some people about their memories of Peter.  
Here is a selection:

I wasn’t so sure that wearing a tallit was for me until 
he draped his, oversized, on me one Shabbat morning.  
After doing hagbah one week (with the large Torah, 
wearing very high heels, and just after Simhat Torah -- 
none of it making the task easy), he referred to me as 
“Muscles” for months. He regularly invited me home 
for Shabbat lunch so I could meet people and spend 
a warm Shabbat with friends. Peter and Elaine invited 
me to spend weekends at their cottage for a number 
of years. Lots of other memories. Bottom line was that 
they welcomed me into their community and circle of 
friends in a way that helped me feel enveloped with a 
sense of belonging.

When my mother died almost 20 years ago I really 
didn’t have a connection to a synagogue. We asked Peter 
if he would come and do a shiva service for us, and he 
kindly and graciously did it for me. It was a little out of 
his comfort zone at the time, but he did it wonderfully. 
It meant a great deal to me.

When Peter was taking over the role of Adult Education 
chair at the shul, he wanted to have a BBQ at his house 
to get the committee together. I asked him why he 
wanted to do that and he said that he needed to make 
committee work fun, otherwise he couldn’t do it. That 
was Peter.

I have loads of memories…trying to keep up with him 
at the Gold cottage, being his secretary and then VP at 
endless meetings, all of his responses polite, wise, care-
fully thought through AND CHEERFUL and positive, 
sitting across from him in shul and seeing a huge smile 
when he saw me.

When I first arrived in Toronto, he came to my home 
for a meeting and by the time he left I’d agreed to be 
involved with the Narayever...I can’t remember a time 
when Peter wasn’t ready to help; from taping up the ceil-
ing before High Holidays so pieces of plaster wouldn’t 
fall on anyone, to the late 1990s with dental work for 
refugees from Kosovo, and always when an extra hand 
was needed or a kind word sought after. 

(Cont’d on opposite page)
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SHUL MATTERS

MEMORIES OF PETER GOLD z”l  CONT’D

Peter was as decent a person as one could ever meet. 
He regularly welcomed anyone and everyone to his 
Shabbat table after shul. Having served for a decade on a 
shul board with him, I can’t recall him having ever said a 
bad word about anyone in public or private even during 
contentious board disputes, notwithstanding him hav-
ing his own considered opinions. He strove for peace 
and friendship in all circumstances.

Peter was genuinely pluralistic, seeking out and feeling 
comfortable in settings that ranged all the way from ha-
vurot to Orthodox synagogues. He was a frequent pres-
ence at the JCC and a volunteer for the UJA.  Peter 
loved reading Judaica, personal study with rabbis and 
attending adult education in many settings. Conver-
sations would often turn to Jewish topics he had been 
reading or thinking about, always with the implicit sub-
text: how can we live as good people?

I remember one of Peter’s divrei Torah - the picture it 
painted of a dear uncle of Peter’s who was extremely 
religious, with the inevitable large family: perhaps as 
many as 120 children, grandchildren, and great-grand-
children. This was a source of incalculable joy to Peter’s 
uncle, and Peter cited it to demonstrate where the true 
meaning of life is situated. What remains with me is the 
example of Peter, a man who helped establish and main-
tain an egalitarian shul situated pretty far on the left of 
the Jewish religious spectrum, embracing the far right of 
that spectrum with openness and unabashed admiration.

Peter loved to sing and he loved to pray.  But he would 
only ever lead a service on Rosh Hashanah or Yom Kip-
pur, and then only psukei d’zimra. He liked to ham it 
up, but he would only lead a service when there were 
few people in the shul.

The house he shared with Elaine and the kids seemed to 
be always full with guests, coming and going, hanging 
out…when he was not at the shul but at the cottage, the 
Narayever came to him for services.

Peter joined in every time there was a dance around 
the bimah at a simcha. He liked to have fun and make 
things more fun and memorable. But he also took his 
studying seriously, closely following the commentary in 
the chumash during Torah reading, and seeking many 
opportunities to study and learn.

I remember him crying at one of his daughters’ bat 
mitzvahs as he was talking about all the good things that 
had happened to him in his life.

I last visited Peter in March, when he was still strong 
enough to be active. I told him then that when I was 
with him, I felt that he brought out the best in me.  
I think lots of us felt that way.

Aaron’s wife Karen gave birth to Peter and Elaine’s new 
granddaughter in June.  Peter amazed us all that he still 
had the strength not only to attend the baby naming (we 
really didn’t know if he could until that day), but also in 
giving a wonderful extemporaneous speech, including 
a very appropriate midrash, a warm, light and gracious 
appreciation of family, friends and Jewish tradition.

What I have kept seeing in the last month is Peter’s 
smile and the way he used to smile and, when we talked 
he sometimes seemed to be thinking out in the distance.  
He also did that when he was pondering something you 
said with which he might disagree…his response was  
always non-judgmental, always kind and would be 
meant to take us both forward in our thinking…

Peter loved the Narayever. He loved being here, being 
part of the community and bringing newcomers into 
the community. These comments remind us of the Peter 
who was with us for decades: kind, thoughtful, gracious, 
joyous. We learned from him how to treat people, to 
keep learning, and to enjoy life. As long as we remember 
these lessons, he will still be around the Narayever.
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SHUL MATTERS

Remembering Rabbi Chezi Zionce z”l

by Debbie Greenberg

I met Rabbi Chezi Zionce z”l over 30 years ago. New to 
Toronto and looking for somewhere to daven, I visited 
the First Narayever. Chezi greeted me at the door, asked 
if I knew anyone (I didn’t), and invited me to sit be-
side him so he could introduce me to people coming in. 
With that, I found my Jewish home and began building 
my community.

My experience was far from unique. Chezi used to enjoy 
personally welcoming newcomers to the shul. Like me, 
many were drawn in by his larger-than-life personality, 
enthusiasm, humour, warmth, kindness, and compas-
sion. He had an easy rapport with everyone, from young 
to old. Children, especially, were charmed by him (or was 
it his Torah stickers that kept them coming back?). He 
had a love of Torah, and Jewish liturgy and ritual; he 
inspired the same in many congregants. His passion for 
Jewish living and learning eventually led to a sabbatical in 
Israel, where he received smiha from a prestigious ortho-
dox beit din in Jerusalem. His hazzanut was beautiful and 
powerful. He gave thoughtful and thought-provoking 
divrei Torah, and helped congregants learn to leyn and 
lead davening. Then there was his schtick, including his 
often-repeated declaration that we were “a real shul, just 
like the uptown shuls”, and his prayer for each and every 
Bar and Bat Mitzvah that they be blessed with, among 
other things, “huppah...but not too soon!”

In the mid-1980’s, the Narayever was a do-it-almost- 
all-ourselves community of fewer than 75 members. 
Hiring Chezi and initiating the JCC High Holiday ser-
vices addressed the strong need to grow both the con-
gregation and its resources. In less than five years, under 
his charismatic leadership, attendance at the JCC ser-
vices grew to over 1,000 daveners, many of whom went 
on to join Narayever. During that same time, member-
ship increased to about 500. Within the congregation, 
Chezi collaborated with members to create a range of 
educational and youth programs. As young families 
joined, he helped draft the first Bar/Bat Mitzvah guide-
lines, and mentored our first Bar/Bat Mitzvah teachers.  

Beyond the Narayever, Chezi lent considerable support 
when the Downtown Jewish Day School was founded. 
All this infused new energy, and helped the Narayever 
to be seen within the wider Jewish community less as 
an eccentric, lay-led, marginal congregation, and more 
as an innovative and thriving new direction in Toronto 
synagogue practices. 

After 12 years, Chezi left the Narayever under compli-
cated circumstances. He went on to lead three other 
congregations. Unfortunately, at times he struggled with 
some personal demons. Nevertheless, as he had at the 
Narayever, he brought new life to each, and was largely 
responsible for substantially increasing their member-
ships, allowing them to thrive. Most recently, he also 
found some personal success and peace.

I remember Chezi as a friend. As a community, we  
recall him as a builder, and a leader who had a strong and 
positive influence at a formative time in our history. He 
played a key role in strengthening our foundation and 
helping set the course for a future we continue to enjoy.  
May Chezi’s memory be for a blessing. 
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“SAD AND LOVELY ARE THE WAYS OF THE TANAKH”*: Part One

by Linda Lipsky

As we approach the Days of Awe, our thoughts turn, in 
equisite agony and anguished reflection, to the reading 
for the second day of Rosh Hashone, the Binding of 
Isaac/the Akedah/ Akeydas Yitskhok (Genesis 22:1-19). 
Here God commands Abraham to take Isaac, the “only” 
son of his old age, to Mount Moriah, as a burnt offer-
ing. As an angel stays Abraham’s hand, his attention is 
deflected to a ram, caught in the thicket by its horns. 
This abortive sacrifice resonates in the Jewish soul, as it 
does for the other Abrahamic religions:  Muslims believe 
that Abraham’s true first son, Ishmael, born of Hagar 
awaits his fate on the pyre, while Christian exegetes read 
it typologically as a prefiguration of Jesus bearing the 
wood for his crucifixion. 

There is an abundant diversity of Yiddish literary re-
sponses to this saga, to God’s test of Abraham’s faith, 
to this crucible by fire. Despite the deus ex machina 
resolution, most Yiddish texts note the horror that in-
heres in the thoughtful deliberation on this narrative, 
both in God’s thundering directive and in Abraham’s 
reflex-speed acquiescence. Most confront the well-re-
hearsed philosophical legacy of Kierkegaard, who deems 
Abraham a “knight of faith” who must enact, as we 
all must, “the teleological suspension of the ethical.”   
Among the exemplars are a C16th Old Yiddish play of 
unknown authorship, Goldfaden’s folk operetta and Ly-
esin’s poetic and Misnagdish [Rationalist] scholarship. 
Other writers are Etinger, Yehoyash, Leyvik, Manger, 
Molodovski and  Rosenfarb. Their works run the gamut 
of genres from full-bodied plays, folk songs, multi-act 
operettas, career-long engagement to the fleeting refer-
ence or an allusive nod.  

Yiddish literary variants often fly in the face of Midrashic 
convention---here the dominant, almost default, sourc-
es are Bereyshis Rabbah and Vayosha. As the Haskole 
sought to loosen the hegemonic hold of Torah study and 
religious commandment on Jewish life, original texts 
were re-imagined in ever fresh, humanist subversions. 
The akeyde is a primordial trope: the first two words of 
the early epic Akeydas Yitskhok are “Yudisher Shtam” 

[Jewish origin or provenance]. The akeyde, counter-
intuitively, was also enacted as a Purim shpil with its 
own nign/nusakh [tune/mode].  This music is called as 
well, “ Der Yudisher Shtam”/ “Nign Akeyde.” The short 
anonymous play, Akeydas Yitskhok, (likely composed in 
the C14th; the earliest extant manuscript, 1570-1579), 
enjoyed wide currency until the C18th. The influence 
of the German Spielmannslied explains the lack of at-
tribution.  The Midrash here presents Ishmael’s plan to 
collect his inheritance of primogeniture.  A disguised 
Satan urges Abraham not to enact the deed. The angels’ 
tears fall on the slaughter knife, compromising its effi-
cacy. Di Tsenerene [Go forth and look o ye daughters 
of Zion (Song of Songs 3:11)], a paraphrase of Biblical 
Hebrew into ivre-taytsh /taytsh khumesh or vernacular 
Yiddish, with interpolated homiletics, was written for 
women by a man, Y.Y. Ashkenazi. Indeed, many of the 
early Yiddish texts---tkhines [prayers of supplication] 
among them--- lived first on the lips of women. To as-
suage the harsh narrative of the akeyde for this reader-
ship, Ashkenazi writes Sarah into the narrative, albeit, 
offstage. In the next parshe, Khayey Sore [the death of 
Sarah, literally, the Life of Sarah], Ashkenazi states that 
Sarah died directly after the akeyde, thus confirming a 
causality that most readers had intuitively guessed. 

The critical mass of variants is drawn from the secular 
canon of Modern Yiddish literature which dates from 
Mendele Moykher Sforim’s satiric novel, Dos kleyne 
mentshele [The little man] in 1864. In Part Two of 
this essay, in the next newsletter, I shall attend to these  
Modern turns on the Akedah. 

(*from Manger’s parenthetical comment in the poem 
from Khumesh Lider:  “Avrom avinu fort mit Yitskhokn 
tsu der akeyde”: “( Troyerik un sheyn, zogt der poet,/ 
zenen di vegn fun Tanakh).”

Bibliography available upon request.

Linda Lipsky, our Narayever rebbetzin, teaches literature 
at York University.
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Be a Mensch! Join the Mitzvah Team at Kensington Gardens.

Want to be part of a heymisch and meaningful community? Join some of your fellow Narayeverniks on either the 2nd 
or 4th Shabbat of each month at the Kensington Gardens mini-minyan. We create community and participate in a short 
1 hour service for the Jewish residents who live at 25 Brunswick Ave. Find us in the first floor all-purpose room of the 
south building.  Our service runs from 11:00 am – 12:00 pm, with time to walk back to shul for Kiddush. We run High 
Holiday services on the second day of Rosh Hashanah and on Yom Kippur. We also meet during Hanukah, which is a 
special way to celebrate with the whole family.  Teens are welcome to earn community service/mitzvah hours.  Always 
check the weekly Narayever Net for last minute changes to the regular schedule.

For more information, contact Janis Rubenzahl at janis.rubenzahl@gmail.com.

KIDDUSH SPONSORS & DONATIONS

SHUL MATTERS

April 14, 2018
Kiddush donations were made by: Linda and Roy Wise, in honour 
of the babynaming of their granddaughter and in honour of their 
daughter and son-in-law Leora Wise and Shaul Ellenbogen; Abigail 
Carpenter-Winch and Sarah Brodbar-Nemzer, in honour of Abigail’s 
grandparents’ visit to Toronto; Pazit Cahlon, in honour of the yahrzeit 
of her father Shaul Cahlon; Anne Matlow and John Bohnen, wishing 
mazel tov to Nora Gold and David Weiss on the engagement of their 
son Joseph Weissgold.

April 21, 2018
Kiddush sponsored by the Amy Block and Jonathan Zamir, in honour 
of Sam’s Bar Mitzvah

A Kiddush donation was made by: Ellen Friedland and Arthur Vanek, 
in honour of the yahrzeiten of Arthur’s parents Faye and Morris Vanek

April 28, 2018
Kiddush donations were made by: Shelley Adler and Paul Cohen; 
Sharone Bar-David and Rob Schwartz, in memory of Nan Weiner’s 
brother Richard Weiner; Elaina Gold, in honour of the yahrzeit of 
her father Lee Gold; Elaine and Peter Gold, wishing Liz Bohnen 
a speedy recovery; Elaine and Peter Gold, in memory of Peggy 
Solomon’s mother Janina Solomon; Etti Miller, in memory of Janina 
Solomon; Alisa Weyman, in honour of the yahrzeit of her mother 
Celia Hornung.

May 5, 2018
Kiddush donations were made by: Brenda and Jerry Enchin, in 
honour of the yahrzeit of Brenda’s father Abraham Bogomolny; Aura 
Ostrowski, in honour of the yahrzeit of her mother Paula Peretz; Susan 

Starkman and Richard Gilbert, in honour of the yahrzeit of Susan’s 
mother Ida Starkman; Anita Shir-Jacob and Cyril Press, in honour 
of the yahrzeit of Cyril’s mother Milly Press; Roz Train, wishing  
Liz Bohnen a refuah shlemah.

May 12, 2018
Kiddush donations were made by: Sylvia and Michael Kestenberg, 
in honour of the aufruf and upcoming marriage of their son Marc 
Kestenberg and Shaindel Egit; Margo and Daniel Gordon, in honour 
of the yahrzeit of Margo’s father Harold Edelstein; Anna Pace and 
Barry Pervin, in memory of Nan Weiner’s brother Richard Weiner; 
Nancy Singer and Larry Fox, in honour of Lili Little leyning this 
week’s maftir and haftarah; Nancy Singer and Larry Fox, in honour of 
the yahrzeit of Nancy’s father Abe Singer; Marla and Larry Wasser, in 
honour of the yahrzeit of Larry’s father Leonard Wasser.

May 19, 2018
Kiddush donations were made by: Rachel and Rabbi Joseph Ben 
David, wishing their son Elie Ben David a refuah shlemah; Frances, 
Harvey and Joel Enchin, to celebrate Brenda and Jerry Enchin’s 70th 
birthdays; Jerry Enchin, in honour of Brenda Enchin’s 70th birthday; 
Karen Bass and Moe Cooper, in honour of the yahrzeit of Moe’s 
father Max Cooper; Ellen Friedland and Arthur Vanek, in honour of 
the yahrzeit of Ellen’s father Sheldon Friedland; Margo and Daniel 
Gordon, in honour of the yahrzeit of Margo’s mother Fanny Edelstein; 
Marion and Jack Hoffman, wishing Anita Shir-Jacob a happy birthday; 
Jeff Krymalowski, in honour of the yahrzeit of his mother Madzia 
Krymalowski; Brenlee Robinson, in honour of Israel’s 70th birthday; 
Dianne Saxe, wishing Liz Bohnen a speedy recovery; Jackie Silverberg, 
in honour of Brenda and Jerry Enchin’s birthdays.
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KIDDUSH SPONSORS & DONATIONS

April 8, 2017
Kiddush Sponsor: Tamara Sussman and Dror Balshine, in honour of 
Eli’s Bar Mitzvah.

Donations to the kiddush fund were made by Phyllis Berck and  
Dorothy Garfinkel, in honour of the yahrzeit of their mother Jessie 
Berck; Jill Magen-Lichtblau, in honour of the yahrzeit of her brother 
Michael Magen; Rochelle and David Barkin, Candice and Alex, in 
honour of Yuval Guetta’s first Aliya; Sylvia Solomon, in honour of the 
yahrzeit of her mother Rose Horowitz.

May 26, 2018
Kiddush donations were made by: Elizabeth Neswald, in honour of 
the yahrzeit of her father Dennis Neswald; Yael Schacter & Gregory 
Beiles, on the occasion of their 22nd wedding anniversary; Lili Little 
and Mitchel Smith, in honour of Jerry Simon’s special birthday.

June 2, 2018
Kiddush donations were made by: Robin and Derek Penslar, in 
honour of the baby naming of their granddaughter, proud parents 
are Josh and Marisa Penslar; Hindy Abelson and David Weyman, in 
honour of their grandson Joshua Feldman being awarded a Frank 
Knox Memorial Fellowship at Harvard University; Sylvia Bashevkin, 
in honour of the yahrzeit of her father Irving Bashevkin; Marsha 
Frydenberg, in honour of the Core Refugee Group thanking them 
for all their good work; Jodi Segal, in memory of his uncle Bernard 
“Bunny” Ennis.

June 9, 2018
Kiddush donations were made by: The Social Action Committee, in 
gratitude to all the members of the congregation that assisted with 
all the refugee tasks, processes and meetings over the last three years; 
Betty and Neil Colt, in honour of the yahrzeit of Neil’s father Sidney 
Colt; Julia and Max Dublin, in memory of Debbie Greenberg’s father 
Arthur Greenberg; Susan Hoffmann and Karen Hoffmann, wishing 
Liz Bohnen a refuah shlemah; Isabel and Mendl Malkin, in memory 
of Arthur Greenberg; Isabel and Mendl Malkin, wishing Ben Carniol 
a refuah shlemah; Isabel and Mendl Malkin, wishing Elaine and Peter 
Gold a mazel tov on the birth of their granddaughter; Rhona Phillips-
Carniol & Ben Carniol, in memory of Arthur Greenberg; Dianne 
Saxe, in memory of Arthur Greenberg; Jodi Segal, in appreciation of 
the volunteers at the Kensington Gardens Shabbat morning services; 
Mary Lou Smith and Andrew Simor, in memory of Arthur Greenberg; 
Karen Weisman, Arthur Ripstein and family, in memory of  
Arthur Greenberg. 

June 16, 2018
Kiddush Co-Sponsors:  The shul, and the Fraser, Duffield and Ste-
meroff families, in honour of their children Jenn Fraser and Noah 
Stemeroff ’s aufruf and upcoming marriage.

Kiddush donations were made by: Anne Matlow and John Bohnen, 
in memory of Debbie Greenberg’s father Arthur Greenberg; Mitch-
ell Marcus and Orrin Wolpert, in honour of Eytan’s and Yael’s sixth 

birthdays; Sylvia and Isaac Peck, in honour of the yahrzeit of Isaac’s 
father Nathan Peck; Harry Schachter, in honour of the yahrzeit of his 
mother Lee Schachter; Jodi Segal, in memory of his father Joshua Isaac 
Segal; Joan Judge-Fogel and Josh Fogel, in honour of the yahrzeit of 
Joan’s father David Lawrence Crawford Judge.

June 23, 2018
Kiddush donations were made by: Peikang Dai, thanking Rachel  
Zilberg for her nutritious and nurturing kiddushim; Beverly Harris, 
in honour of the yahrzeit of her mother Yhetta Leah Swartz; Gill  
Lefkowitz and Gary Clement, in memory of Cynthia Lazar’s father 
Leo Lazar; Ursula Lowenstein, in honour of the yahrzeit of her 
mother Helene Levita; Rishona and Moishe Moshinsky, in honour 
of the yahrzeit of Rishona’s mother Marcia Lila Shiffman; Jodi Segal, 
in memory of his sister Paula Segal-Hurwitz; Susan Starkman and 
Richard Gilbert, in honour of the yahrzeit of Susan’s father Morris 
Starkman; Margie and Andy Gann, in honour of Elaine and Peter 
Gold’s new granddaughter.

June 30, 2018
Kiddush donations were made by: Betty and Neil Colt, in honour 
of the yahrzeit of Betty’s father Norman Kotzer; Esther and Ben 
Geva, in honour of the yahrzeit of Ben’s mother Raya Greenberg; Jill  
Magen-Lichtblau & Gary Lichtblau, in memory of Gary Friedlander’s 
mother Selma Friedlander; Anne Matlow and John Bohnen, wish-
ing Elaine and Peter Gold mazel tov on the engagement of Danny 
and Sonia; Jodi Segal, in memory of his sister Martha Segal; Julie  
Seemangal and Eduard Bercovici, wishing everyone a happy Canada 
Day; Joanne Yolles and Lorne Cappe in memory of Cynthia Lazar’s 
father Leo Lazar.

July 7, 2018
Kiddush donations were made by: Phyllis Berck and Bruce Kidd, in 
memory of John Bohnen’s mother Shirley Bohnen; Liz Bohnen, in 
memory of her aunt Shirley Bohnen; Micky Fraterman and Justin 
Fraterman, in memory of Shirley Bohnen; Gill Lefkowitz and Gary 
Clement, in honour of the yahrzeit of Gill’s father Max Lefkowitz; 
Ruth Leneman and Harvey Savage, in memory of Gary Friedland-
er’s mother Selma Friedlander; Ruth Leneman and Harvey Savage, 
in memory of Shirley Bohnen; Dianne Saxe, in memory of Shirley 
Bohnen; Rosalie Shapiro and Steven Leikin, in appreciation of the 
Narayever; Susan Starkman and Richard Gilbert, in memory of  
Cynthia Lazar’s father Leo Lazar.

July 14, 2018
Kiddush donations were made by: Anonymous, in memory of their 
loved ones; Ali Aber and Jeffrey Krusner, in honour of the yahrzeit of 
Ali’s mother Judith Aber; Nancy Kule, in honour of Jeffrey Dinerman; 
Sylvia and Isaac Peck, in honour of the yahrzeit of Sylvia’s mother 
Sally Lubelsky.

July 21, 2018
Kiddush donations were made by: Rafael Clarke, in honour of Rabbi 

Elkin and the First Narayever Congregation (Cont’d on next page) 
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KIDDUSH SPONSORS & DONATIONS

(Cont’d from previous page) on truly being a welcoming shul for 
everyone; Norma Latsonas, in honour of the yahrzeit of her mother 
Celia Lees; Shelley McMain and Monty Laskin, in honour of the yahr-
zeit of Monty’s father Shimon Laskin; Jackie Silverberg, in honour of 
the yahrzeit of her mother Laila Silverberg.

Kiddush donations in memory of Peter Gold were made by: Liz 
Bohnen and Allen Piggott; Jennifer Cohen and Ryan Penn; Julia and 
Max Dublin; Frances Enchin; Joan Judge-Fogel and Josh Fogel; Ellen 
Friedland and Arthur Vanek; Leisa Hirtz; Susan Hoffmann, Marion 
and Jack Hoffmann; Ruth Rohn and Paul Pascal.

July 28, 2018
Kiddush donations were made by: Rachel and Rabbi Joseph Ben 
David, in honour of the yahrzeit of Joseph’s father Eliyahu Ben David; 
and Anna Pace and Barry Pervin, in memory of Evelyn Fisher.

Kiddush donations in memory of Peter Gold were made by: Rachel 
and Joseph Ben David; Joel Edelson; Esther and Benjamin Geva;  
Earl Heiber; Shaya Petroff; Judy Rapkin and Victor Helfand; and  
Harvey Roff.

OTHER DONATIONS

ADULT EDUCATION FUND

• Donations in memory of Peter Gold have been made by: Ali 
Aber and Jeffrey Krusner; Sephi Band, Jeff and Zoe Mitz; 
Franklin Bialystock; Esther and Benjamin Geva; Ricki and Marc 
Grushcow; Sherry and Rick Glazier; Anne Matlow, John Bohnen 
and family; Joan Peskin; Lorne and Miriam Propas; Linda and 
Jerry Rubinowitz, Karel Ginsberg and Frances Manelis; Caroline 
and Bernie Schwartz; Ricki and Steven Sharpe and family; 
Rona Sherebrin and Glenn Rubinoff; Reuven Shlozberg; Jackie 
Silverberg; Tama Soble and Hart Schwartz; Nan Weiner and Issy 
Lyon; Marilyn Aarons and David Guttman; Linda Ander and 
Mark Goodbaum; Sharone Bar-David, Rob Schwartz and Leore 
Davids; Shirley Cooper; Adam and Abby Dwosh and family; 
Brenda and Jerry Enchin; Marjorie and Andy Gann; Nora Gold 
and David Weiss; Debra and Gord Haworth; Helene Jacobs and 
Bruce Rosebrugh; Ruth Leneman and Harvey Savage; Doreen 
and Ian London; Laraine, Neil, Lindsay and Timothy Naft; 
Jodi Segal; Lesley and Peter Sevitt; Nancy Singer and Larry Fox; 
Mary Lou Smith and Andy Simor; Sylvia Solomon; Anna and 
Wilfred Teper; Sue Weinstein and Shaun Singer; Karen Weyman 
and Sid Feldman.

• Elaine and Peter Gold, in memory of John Bohnen’s mother 
Shirley Bohnen

• Ann Komaromi and Leonid Livak, in honour of Ruth Rohn and 
the work she does as Tefillah Coach

• Liz Bohnen, wishing mazel tov to Elaine and Peter Gold on the 
engagement of Danny and Sonia and on the birth of their new 
granddaughter 

• Patricia Patchet Golubev, in memory of Cynthia Lazar’s father 
Leo Lazar

• Lesley and Peter Sevitt, in memory of Shirley Bohnen 
• Lesley and Peter Sevitt, wishing Elaine and Peter Gold mazel tov 

on the engagement of Danny and Sonia and on the birth of their 
new granddaughter

• Janet Horowitz, in memory of Debbie Greenberg’s father Arthur 
Greenberg

• Jill Magen-Lichtblau & Gary Lichtblau, wishing Elaine and 
Peter Gold a double mazel tov on Danny’s engagement and on 
the birth of their newest graddaughter

• Lesley and Peter Sevitt, in memory of Michael Rumack
• Lesley and Peter Sevitt, in honour of Anne Matlow and John 

Bohnen on the birth of their grandson
• Janet Horowitz, in memory of Michael Rumack
• Evelyn and Stephen Schaefer, wishing Ben Carniol a refuah 

shlemah
• Nancy Kule, in honour of Lindsay Shepherd for her courage and 

integrity
• Karen Weisman and Arthur Ripstein, in memory of Cynthia 

Lazar’s father Leo Lazar
• Janet Horowitz, wishing Anita Shir-Jacob a happy birthday
• Anita Shir-Jacob and Cyril Press, thanking Rabbi Elkin for all 

the good work he is doing
• Janet Horowitz, in honour of the yahrzeit of her husband Israel 

Horowitz
• Tirzah Meacham and Harry Fox, in memory of Lesley Sevitt’s 

mother Rayner Samuels
• Tama Soble and Hart Schwartz, in memory of Nan Weiner’s 

brother Richard Weiner
• Micky Oostra Fraterman, in memory of Michael Rumack
• Kathryn and Hugh Ferguson, in memory of Michael Rumack

BUILDING RENEWAL FUND 

• Cyril Press, celebrating the birthday of his wife Anita Shir-Jacob
• Joel and Toby Yan, in memory of Peter Gold
• Deborah Fisher & Jack Colman, in memory of Shirley Bohnen
• Issie Lyon, in honour of the yahrzeit of Carole Yellin 
• Liz Bohnen, wishing Miriam Schlanger a very happy birthday
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BUILDING RENEWAL FUND CONT’D

• Liz Bohnen, wishing Ben Carniol a refuah shlemah
• Anna Pace and Barry Pervin, in honour of Rabbi Ed and  

Linda Lipsky
• Gayle and Stephen Benjamin, wishing Liz Bohnen a refuah 

shlemah
• Micky Oostra Fraterman, in memory of Peggy Solomon’s mother 

Janina Solomon
• The Narayever Executive, wishing Liz Bohnen a refuah shlemah
• Marsha Frydenberg, wishing Liz Bohnen a refuah shlemah
• Harry Schachter, in memory of Janina Solomon
• Lily Sarno and Harry Schachter, in memory of Richard Weiner
• Evan Brooker, in memory of Michael Rumack

CELEBRATIONS FUND

• Difat Jakubovicz and Avi Schonbach, wishing mazel tov to  
Tama Soble and Hart Schwartz on the marriage of their son  
Misha to Rosa Stall

DANIEL CAMENIETZKI MEMORIAL LIBRARY FUND

• Donations in memory of Peter Gold have been made by: Barry 
Walfish, Adele Reinhartz and family; Ellen Roseman and Edward 
Trapunski; Lesley Turner and Joanne Patterson.

• Phyllis Berck, in recognition of Bruce Kidd’s outstanding 
academic career

• Sherry and Rick Glazier, in memory of Gary Friedlander’s mother 
Selma Friedlander

• Phyllis Berck and Bruce Kidd, in memory of Leisa Hirtz’s brother 
Anthony McKinnon

• Elaine and Peter Gold, in memory of Arthur Greenberg
• Marcia and Edward Zamble, in honour of the yahrzeit of Marcia’s 

sister Louise Herzfeld
• Keren & Shalom Camenietzki, in memory of their son Daniel 

Camenietzki
• Elaine and Peter Gold, in memory of Nan Weiner’s brother 

Richard Weiner
• Gayle and Stephen Benjamin, in honour of the yahrzeit of Gayle’s 

mother Ruth Helen Slomin
• Ron Sherman, in honour of the yahrzeit of his wife Sandra 

Sherman
• Liz Bohnen, in memory of Michael Rumack
• Phyllis Berck, in memory of Michael Rumack

EITZ HAYIM CHUMASH DEDICATION

• Esther and Ben Geva, in honour of the yahrzeit of Ben’s mother 
Raya Greenberg

GENERAL FUND

• Edina and David Magder
• Audrey Mehler and David Paperny, in honour of Daniel and 

Lindsay Paperny
• Roz Train, in memory of Peter Gold
• Joanne and Avery Shenfeld, in memory of Gary Friedlander’s 

mother Selma Friedlander
• Cynthia Lazar and Marvin Kurz, in memory of Cynthia’s father 

Leo Lazar, and thanking the Narayever community for all of their 
support

• Roz Train, in memory of Leo Lazar
• Joan and Stuart Schoenfeld, in memory of Arthur Greenberg
• Lillian and Eric Mendelsohn, wishing Ben Carniol a refuah 

shelmah
• Roz Train, in memory of Liz Bohnen’s aunt Shirley Bohnen

HESED FUND

• Difat Jakubovicz and Avi Schonbach, wishing mazel tov to 
Francine Dick on the engagement of her daughter 

• Leslie and Harvey Starkman, in honour of the yahrzeit of  
Leslie’s father David Abrams

ISRAEL FUND

• Roz Train, wishing Georges Benarroch a refuah shlemah
• Nora Gold and David Weiss, in memory of Janina Solomon
• Nora Gold and David Weiss, in memory of Richard Weiner

KIDDUSH FUND

• Jerry Austin, in honour of the yahrzeit of his father Chaim  
Leon Ofshany

• Joel Edelson, in memory of Michael Rumack 
• Dianne Saxe, in memory of Michael Rumack 
• Lili Little and Mitchel Smith, in memory of Michael Rumack
• Karen, Anthony, Pippa, Saul and Clarrie Feinstein, in memory  

of Michael Rumack
• Keren and Shalom Camenietzki, in memory of Michael Rumack

RITUAL FUND

• Dara Roth Edney & Peter Edney, in memory of Rabbi Chezi 
Zionce

• Gloria and Joseph Gilbert, wishing Brenda Enchin a mazel tov on 
her 70th birthday

• Mona and Jacques Kornberg, in memory of Michael Rumack

OTHER DONATIONS
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MEMBERSHIP SUBSIDY FUND

• Donations in memory of Peter Gold have been made by: Sarah 
Colman and Jared Peck; Norma Latsonas; Janet Horowitz and 
Sol Hermolin; Lili Little and Mitchel Smith; Rhona Phillips-
Carniol and Ben Carniol; Robin Levin Penslar and Derek Penslar. 

• Ali Aber and Jeff Krusner
• Marcia Beck and Mischa Levine
• Brenda and Jerry Enchin
• Natalie Fingerhut and Robert Winters
• Janet Horowitz and Sol Hermolin, in memory of Shirley Bohnen
• Aurora Mendelsohn and Louis Kalikow, in memory of Irving 

Kalikow
• Elaine Smith, in honour of the yahrzeit of her father Solomon 

Ostrin
• Karen Weisman and Arthur Ripstein
• Liz Bohnen, in memory of Judith and Daniel Bohnen
• Rafael Clarke, in honour of Rabbi Elkin and the First Narayever 

Congregation on truly being a welcoming shul for everyone
• Anna Pace and Barry Pervin
• Barbara Saipe & Terry Saltsman
• Roz Train
• Sherry and Rick Glazier, in honour of the yahrzeit of their son 

Daniel Glazier
• Rhona Phillips-Carniol and Ben Carniol, in memory of Shirley 

Bohnen
• Rosalie Shapiro and Steven Leikin, in appreciation of the 

Narayever
• Lili Little and Mitchel Smith, in memory of Shirley Bohnen
• Lili Little, wishing Shirley Kopolovic a refuah shlemah
• Jill Magen-Lichtblau & Gary Lichtblau, in memory of Leo Lazar
• Lili Little and Mitchel Smith, wishing Vivian Rakoff a refuah 

shlemah
• Sherry and Rick Glazier, in honour of the yahrzeit of Sherry’s 

mother Elisabeth Kende
• Rochelle and David Barkin and family, in memory of Anthony 

McKinnon
• Sharone Bar David, in memory of Arthur Greenberg
• Lili Little and Mitchel Smith, wishing Miriam Schlanger a happy 

birthday
• Lili Little and Mitchel Smith, wishing Ben Carniol a refuah 

shlemah
• Frieda Forman, in honour of the yahrzeit of her father Katriel 

Johles
• Janet Horowitz, wishing Liz Bohnen a refuah shlemah
• Lili Little and Mitchel Smith, wishing Liz Bohnen a speedy 

recovery

WIDER COMMUNITY FUND

• Elaine Smith, in memory of Rob Burbank

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND

• Donations in memory of Peter Gold have been made by: Cynthia 
Fisher and Ben Rothman; Leslie and Harvey Starkman; Lori Albert 
and Joel Yaphe; Phyllis Berck; Mitch Brown; Michal Er-el and 
Noah Stroyman; Smadar Peretz; Elaine Peritz; Dianne Saxe

• Rafael Clarke, in honour of Rabbi Elkin and the First Narayever 
Congregation on truly being a welcoming shul for everyone

• Laraine and Neil Naft, in memory of Shirley Bohnen
• Phyllis Berck and Bruce Kidd, in memory of Rabbi Chezi Zionce
• John Bohnen and Anne Matlow, thanking Rabbi Ed for his 

compassion and sensitivity
• Cathy Mallove and Martin Geffen, in memory of Rabbi Chezi 

Zionce
• Rosalie Shapiro and Steven Leikin, in appreciation of the Narayever
• Kathy Siminovitch and Michael Miloff, in memory of Leo Lazar
• Roz Train, in honour of the yahrzeit of her father Louis Train
• Nan Weiner and Issie Lyon, in memory of Shirley Bohnen
• Sharon Weintraub, in memory of Rabbi Chezi Zionce
• Francine Dick, in honour of the yahrzeit of her father Buddy Dick
• Benita and Gary Friedlander, in memory of Gary’s mother Selma 

Friedlander
• Benita and Gary Friedlander, in honour of the yahrzeit of Gary’s 

father Bertie Friedlander
• Esther and Ben Geva, in honour of the yahrzeit of Ben’s mother 

Raya Greenberg
• Sherri and Allan Palef, in honour of the yahrzeit of Sherri’s father 

Murray Hundert
• Sherri and Allan Palef, in honour of the yahrzeit of Allan’s brother 

Donald Palef
• Mitch Davis, in honour of the yahrzeit of his father Murt Davis
• Joanne Yolles and Lorne Cappe, in memory of Cynthia Fisher’s 

mother Evelyn Fisher
• Nancy Kule, in honour of Phyllis Chesler
• Ruth Rohn and Paul Pascal, in memory of Arthur Greenberg
• Julie Seemangal and Eduard Bercovici, in memory of Anthony 

McKinnon
• Caroline Silverman and Jordan Wosnick and family, in memory of 

Arthur Greenberg
• Roz Train, in memory of Anthony McKinnon
• Roz Train, in memory of Ronnie Levinson Burbank’s husband Rob 

Burbank
• Peikang Dai, wishing Peter Gold a refuah shlemah
• Cathy Mallove and Martin Geffen, in honour of the yahrzeiten of 

Cathy’s parents Rosalind and Harvey Mallove
• Rachel Zilberg, with gratitude to Rachel Ben David, Perla 

Reisenbach and Evan Baek for their help during Shavuot
• Lynn and Isaac Dwosh, in honour of the yahrzeit of Isaac’s father 

Tovia Dwosh
• Margot Fefferman, with thanks to Rabbi Elkin
• Rishona and Moishe Moshinsky, in honour of the yahrzeit of 

Moishe’s mother Modesta Moshinsky
• Anna Pace and Barry Pervin, wishing Liz Bohnen a speedy recovery
• Sheine Mankovsky, in memory of Michael Rumack

OTHER DONATIONS
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OTHER DONATIONS

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND CONT’D

• Dorothy Garfinkel and Phyllis Berck, wishing Liz Bohnen a speedy 
recovery

• Tammi Goldstein, in honour of the yahrzeit of Israel Goldstein.
• Lesley Simpson and Mark Guttman
• Marcia and Edward Zamble, in memory of Nan Weiner’s brother 

Richard Weiner
• Laraine and Neil Naft, in memory of Richard Weiner
• Lillian and Eric Mendelsohn, in honour of the yahrzeit of Lillian’s 

mother Myra Michel
• Peikang Dai, in memory of Michael Rumack
• Ayala Radcliffe, in memory of Dr. John Radcliffe
• Rodica Rubinstein and Paul Eli Vet, in honour of Difat Jakubovicz 

and Avi Schonbach for their hospitality on Pesach
• Anne Matlow and John Bohnen, in memory of Richard Weiner
• Jodi and Eric Block, with thanks to Rabbi Elkin in helping Sophie 

prepare for her Bat Mitzvah
• Deborah Fisher and Jack Colman, Sarah Colman and Jared Peck, 

Rebecca Colman and Adam Liederman, and Daniel Colman, in 
memory of Michael Rumack

• Tama Soble and Hart Schwartz, in memory of Michael Rumack
• Rhona Phillips-Carniol and Ben Carniol, in memory of Michael 

Rumack

SHINSHINIM FUND

• Donations in memory of Peter Gold were made by: Marcia 
Beck and Mischa Levine; Sylvia Bashevkin; Julie Gluck and Ted 
Overton; Perla and Ron Reisenbach

• Sylvia Bashevkin, thanking Beverley and Fred Shaeffer for their 
warm friendship

• Sharon Drache, wishing Rabbi Elyse Goldstein a mazel tov on 
receiving an honorary doctorate from Ryerson University

• Sharon Drache, wishing Ben Carniol a refuah shlemah
• Sharon Drache, in honour of Tova Kardonne being appointed 

Associate Composer at the Canadian Music Centre
• Sharon Drache, in honour of Nehara for her contributions to the 

post-kiddush singing on Shabbat
• Brenda and Jerry Enchin, in memory of Shirley Bohnen
• Laraine and Neil Naft, in honour of the yahrzeit of Laraine’s father 

Harvey Wagman
• Laraine and Neil Naft, in honour of the yahrzeit of Laraine’s sister 

Elinor Wagman
• Bernice Schwartz, in honour of the yahrzeit of her husband Harold 

Schwartz
• Esther and Ben Geva, in honour of the yahrzeit of Ben’s mother 

Raya Greenberg
• Margie and Andy Gann, wishing our ShinShinim Gal and Itay all 

the best
• Sherry and Rick Glazier, on the occasion of Noah Stemeroff and 

Jenn Fraser’s marriage

SHINSHINIM FUND CONT’D

• Georges Benarroch, in honour of the yahrzeit of his father  
David Benarroch

• Micky Fraterman, in memory of Arthur Greenberg
• Julia Gluck and Ted Overton, wishing Miriam Schlanger a very 

happy birthday
• Julia Gluck and Ted Overton, wishing Joshua Feldman a mazel tov 

on his scholarship to Harvard
• Julia Gluck and Ted Overton, wishing Jess Overton a mazal tov on 

graduating with his MBA from IDC Herzliya
• Julia Gluck and Ted Overton, wishing Jess Overton a mazal tov on 

his promotion
• Difat Jakubovicz and Avi Schonbach, wishing Ben Carniol a refuah 

shlemah
• Janet Horowitz, wishing Miriam Schlanger a happy birthday
• Sharon Abron Drache, in memory of Sharon Lapkin’s mother Lena 

Winesanker
• Sharon Abron Drache, in memory of Roslyn Katz, and Susan 

Wisniewski’s brother Rai
• Brenda and Jerry Enchin, wishing Liz Bohnen a full and speedy 

recovery
• Meghan Prosser and family, in appreciation of Rabbi Elkin’s 

spiritual leadership and guidance
• Julia Gluck and Ted Overton, wishing Liz Bohnen a refuah 

shlemah
• Julia Gluck and Ted Overton, in honour of Brenda Enchin’s special 

birthday
• Difat Jakubovicz and Avi Schonbach, wishing mazel tov to Julia 

Gluck and Ted Overton on the engagement of their son Jess to 
Ayelet Mizrahi

• Judy Rapkin and Victor Helfand, in memory of Michael Rumack
• Jodi and Eric Block, with thanks to Gal and Itay for helping Sophie 

prepare for her Bat Mitzvah
• Julia Gluck and Ted Overton, wishing Janet Horowitz a belated 

happy birthday
• Julia Gluck and Ted Overton, wishing mazel tov to Etti and Yossi 

Mizrachi of Alfe Menashe, Israel, on the engagement of their 
daughter Ayelet to Jess Overton

• Brenda and Jerry Enchin, wishing mazel tov to Julia Gluck and Ted 
Overton on the engagement of their son Jess to Ayelet Mizrahi

SOCIAL ACTION FUND

• Donations in memory of Peter Gold have been made by: Leora 
Schaefer and David Moscovitch; Galia Shaked and Paul Milgram; 
Reuven Shlozberg; Marcia Zuker, Jeff Barnes and family; Miriam, 
Frumie, Sarah, and Aaron Diamond and MacRitchie; Alison and 
Joshua Engel-Yan and family.

• Laraine, Neil, Lindsay and Timothy Naft, in memory of Rabbi 
Chezi Zionce

• Howard Buckstein and Danielle Goldfarb, in honour of the 
yahrzeit of Howard’s father David Buckstein
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OTHER DONATIONS

SOCIAL ACTION FUND CONT’D

• Anna and Wilfred Teper, in honour of the yahrzeit of Anna’s 
mother Hinda Cvi

• Nancy Singer and Larry Fox, in memory of Leo Lazar
• Stacia Rubinovich, in memory of Arthur Greenberg
• Brenda and Jerry Enchin, wishing Ben Carniol a refuah shlemah
• Medina Robbins and Glen Hoffmann, in memory of  

Arthur Greenberg
• Susan Hoffmann, in memory of Anthony McKinnon
• Frances Atkins and family, in memory of Janina Solomon
• Sherry and Rick Glazier, in honour of the yahrzeit of Sherry’s  

father George Kende
• Peggy Solomon and Abe Hirsz, Marci, Rebecca and Hannah,  

in memory of Michael Rumack

TALMUD DEDICATION

• Tirzah Meacham and Harry Fox, wishing Rhona Phillips-
Carniol and Ben Carniol good health and a  speedy recovery, and 
honouring their pursuit of justice

• Tirzah Meacham and Harry Fox, to Elaine and Peter Gold on the 
occasion of the engagement of Danny and Sonia and in honour of 
their love of learning

• Tirzah Meacham and Harry Fox, in honour of Josh Fogel’s learning

TORAH FUND

• Donations in memory of Peter Gold have been made by: Esther 
and Benjamin Geva; Isabel and Mendl Malkin; Gayle and Stephen 
Benjamin; Teddy Bercovici and Julie Seemangal; Anita Shir-Jacob, 
Cyril Press and family.

• Gayle and Stephen Benjamin, in memory of Rabbi Chezi Zionce
• Anita Shir-Jacob & Cyril Press, in memory of Rabbi Chezi Zionce
• Sylvia Solomon, in memory of Rabbi Chezi Zionce
• Esther and Benjamin Geva, in memory of Peter Gold
• Micky Fraterman, wishing Elaine and Peter Gold mazel tov on the 

engagement of Danny and Sonia and on the birth of their new 
granddaughter

TORAH FUND CONT’D

• Esther and Ben Geva, in honour of the yahrzeit of Ben’s mother 
Raya Greenberg

• Gayle and Stephen Benjamin, in memory of Arthur Greenberg
• Rachel and Rabbi Joseph Ben David, in memory of Michael 

Rumack 

YOUTH FUND

• Anne Matlow and John Bohnen, wishing Elaine and Peter Gold a 
mazel tov on the birth of their granddaughter

• Frederika Rotter and Philip Berger, in memory of Michael Rumack
• Sharon Abron Drache, in memory of Michael Rumack
• Sharon Abron Drache, in honour of Toby and Joel Yan’s new 

grandson
• Sharon Abron Drache, in honour of Henry and Maureen Molot 

making Aliyah
• Kathryn and Hugh Ferguson, in honour of Brenda Enchin’s special 

birthday
• Sam Zamir and family, in honour of Josephine Livak’s Bat Mitzvah
• Sam Zamir and family, in honour of Liat Schwartz’s Bat Mitzvah
• Tirzah Meacham and Harry Fox, in memory of Michael Rumack
• Josephine Livak and family, in honour of Sam Zamir’s bar mitzvah
• Jodi and Eric Block, with thanks to Sabrina and Nirit for helping 

Sophie prepare for her Bat Mitzvah
• Diane and Ben Dolansky, in memory of Michael Rumack
• Ann Komaromi, Leonid Livak and family, in honour of Sophie 

Block’s Bat Mitzvah
• Frances Enchin, in memory of Michael Rumack 
• Janet Horowitz, in honour of Josephine Livak’s Bat Mitzvah
• Barbara Saipe and Terry Saltsman, in memory of Michael Rumack

YOM HASHOAH MEMORIAL CANDLE FUND

• Sherry and Rick Glazier, in memory of Janina Solomon
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21 Elul

22 Elul

22 Elul

23 Elul

23 Elul

23 Elul

24 Elul

24 Elul

26 Elul

26 Elul

28 Elul

28 Elul

29 Elul

29 Elul

29 Elul

1 Tishrei

1 Tishrei

2 Tishrei

2 Tishrei

2 Tishrei

3 Tishrei

3 Tishrei

4 Tishrei

4 Tishrei

4 Tishrei

4 Tishrei

5 Tishrei

5 Tishrei

5 Tishrei

5 Tishrei

5 Tishrei

6 Tishrei

8 Tishrei

8 Tishrei

8 Tishrei

8 Tishrei

9 Tishrei 

10 Tishrei

10 Tishrei

10 Tishrei

10 Tishrei

10 Tishrei

10 Tishrei

11 Tishrei

11 Tishrei

12 Tishrei

13 Tishrei

Benjamin Davidovitz

Max Brook

Yehuda Brull

Fanny Kleiman

Leo Hornung

Percy Weinrib

Ellen Joseph

Stanley Gordon

Nathan Teitelbaum

Rosa Vinograd

Aida Babins Phillips

Jack Gordon

Benjamin Stocker

Bernard Hemrend

Eli Katzman

Roger Simon

Theodor Kantor

Hannah Solomon

Ronald Damelin

Sam Singer

Bernice Zwi

Sarah Brull

Alex Gladstone

Aubrey Rusen

Nell Gluck

Roberta Bucovetsky

Carole Berney

Isaiah Carpenter-Winch

Jacob Bean Zeller-Strauss

Myer Lofchick

Seina Teper

Fay Hershkovitz

Edythe Abron (nee 

Levinter)

Emanuel Lightstone 

Murray Abron

Pearl Goldberg

Harry Federbush

Betty Kirschenbaum

Chana Kurz

Chaze “Haskell” Segal

Latifa Peretz

Miriam Weiss

Sheila Weidman

Abraham Singer

Tillie Colt

Hughey Zimerman

Liba Berry

13 Tishrei

14 Tishrei

14 Tishrei

15 Tishrei

15 Tishrei

16 Tishrei

16 Tishrei

16 Tishrei

16 Tishrei

16 Tishrei

17 Tishrei

17 Tishrei

18 Tishrei

18 Tishrei

18 Tishrei

20 Tishrei

22 Tishrei

23 Tishrei

23 Tishrei

24 Tishrei

24 Tishrei

24 Tishrei

24 Tishrei

25 Tishrei

25 Tishrei

26 Tishrei

26 Tishrei

27 Tishrei

27 Tishrei

28 Tishrei

28 Tishrei

28 Tishrei

28 Tishrei

28 Tishrei

28 Tishrei

29 Tishrei

29 Tishrei

29 Tishrei

29 Tishrei

29 Tishrei

30 Tishrei

3 Cheshvan

3 Cheshvan

4 Cheshvan

Samuel Gann

Jack Meltz

Judith Levitan

Shimon Sharir

Sophie Milgram

Bill Rotenberg

David Cappe

Esther Singer

Hyman Saltsman

Viera Katz

Ben Schacter

Meyer Blitz

Avior Shefer

Sharon Merkur Freeman

Simon Sevitt

Sally Martin

Samuel Greenstein

Pearl Wetstein

Shulamit Gill

Lev Mark Roth

Morris Rubenzahl

Ronald Wolpert

Stuart McAuley

Nathan Cohen

Sidney Isadore Shiffman

Miriam Schonbach

Molly Lyons Bar-David

Greta Cohen

Harry Tepperman

Beatrice Roness

Clarice Michel

Gloria Miloff

Harry Edelson

Heime Geffen

Max Slomin

Irene Dick

Isya Pertzovsky

Leonard Cohen

Phillip Schachter

Theodore Richmond 

Izaak Jacob Cvi

Albert Fineberg

Allan Graham

Al Hershkovitz

father of William Davidovitz 

father of Shelley Brook 

father of Esther Geva 

mother of Beatrice Myers 

father of Alisa Weyman 

father of Ernest Weinrib 

mother of Marion Hoffmann 

father of Daniel Gordon 

father of Linda Wise 

sister of Miriam Schlanger 

mother of Rhona Phillips-Carniol

father of Richelle Gordon 

father of Maire Kushner 

father of Paul Hemrend 

father of Anita Shir-Jacob 

husband of Wendy Simon 

father of Beatrice Traub-Werner

mother of Charles Solomon 

father of Mark Damelin 

father of Shaun Singer 

mother of Ariella Damelin 

mother of Esther Geva 

father of Judy Gladstone 

father of Janis Rusen 

mother of Julia Gluck 

wife of Meyer Bucovetsky, mother of 

Sam Bucovetsky 

mother of Dawn Berney 

brother of Abigail Carpenter-Winch

son of Barbara Zeller and 

Simon Strauss  

father of Lawrence Lofchick 

mother of Wilfred Teper 

mother of Linda Hershkovitz 

mother of Sharon Drache 

father of Jack Lightstone 

father of Sharon Drache 

mother of Lucille Narun 

father of Bernard Feder 

mother of Janet Horowitz 

mother of Marvin Kurz 

father of Melanie Segal 

mother of Smadar Peretz 

mother of David Weiss 

mother of Michael Weidman 

father of Ilana Singer 

mother of Neil Colt 

father of Sandy Lofchick 

daughter of Miriam Schlanger 

father of Andrew Gann 

father of Isabella Meltz 

mother of Jerry Levitan 

father of Shmuel Sharir 

mother of Paul Milgram 

father of Aaron Rotenberg 

father of Lorne Cappe and  Mel 

Cappe  

mother of Shaun Singer 

father of Terry Saltsman 

stepmother of Rishona Moshinsky

father of Percy Schacter 

father of Etti Miller 

brother of Dan Strumpf 

mother of Laila Lipetz and  

Celia Hirsh  

father of Peter Sevitt 

mother of Liz Martin Landau

father of Elaine Minsky 

mother of Cheryl Wetstein 

mother of Jennifer Wagman 

son and brother of Sheila Roth, the 

late Stephen Roth, Dara Roth Edney, 

Ava Roth and Elie Roth.  

father of Sam Rubenzahl 

husband of Brenda Wolpert, 

father of Orrin Wolpert 

brother of Beth McAuley 

brother of Suzanne Shuchat 

father of Rishona Moshinsky 

mother of Avi Schonbach 

mother of Sharone Bar-David

mother of Ben Carniol 

father of Perry Tepperman 

mother of Anna Greenblatt 

mother of Isabel Malkin and  

Kathryn Levene  

mother of Michael Miloff 

father of Joel Edelson 

father of Martin Geffen 

father of Gayle Benjamin 

mother of Francine Dick 

sister of Miriam Schlanger 

father of Paul Cohen 

father of Harry Schachter 

father of Anne Toby Golden 

father of Anna Teper

father of Rosalie Shapiro

father of Janice Graham

father of Linda Hershkovitz

YARHZEIT ANNIVERSARIES

“May their souls be bound up in the bond of everlasting life.” 
ויצרור בצרור החיים את נשמותיהם
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4 Cheshvan

5 Cheshvan

5 Cheshvan

5 Cheshvan

5 Cheshvan

8 Cheshvan

8 Cheshvan

9 Cheshvan

10 Cheshvan

10 Cheshvan

10 Cheshvan

11 Cheshvan

11 Cheshvan

11 Cheshvan

12 Cheshvan

12 Cheshvan

13 Cheshvan

13 Cheshvan

Morris Myers

Abram Krusner

Ben Willer

Marcia Latowsky

Miriam Sussman

Aaron Lowenstein

Joseph Horowitz

Itzchak Isser Scheuer

Geraldine Josephine 

Hundert

Nita Frenkel

Rose Benjamin Schwartz

Adele Rosenberg

Karen Schonbach

Malka Johles

Ettie Beinash

Julius Leikin

Markus Hirsz

Patty Cappe

13 Cheshvan

14 Cheshvan

14 Cheshvan

15 Cheshvan

17 Cheshvan

18 Cheshvan

18 Cheshvan

19 Cheshvan

19 Cheshvan

19 Cheshvan

19 Cheshvan

20 Cheshvan

20 Cheshvan

20 Cheshvan

21 Cheshvan

21 Cheshvan

21 Cheshvan

22 Cheshvan

Toba Korenblum

Avigdor Markiewicz

Rose Kotzer

Daully Polson

Edward Gulin

Sadie Naft

Sarah Rifka Kerzner

Isaac Kanter

Ralph Travis

Samuel Fisher

Stewart Silver

Israel Harry Fox

Maru Fantl Werner

Sally Presement

Arthur Levita

Ernest Jerome Weiss

Steven Lichtblau

Daniel Camenietzki

father of Louis Myers

father of Jeffrey Krusner

father of Phillis Willer

mother of Shari Cherney

mother of Tamara Sussman

father of Marjorie Gann

father of Sylvia Solomon

father of Naomi Sharir

mother of Sherri Palef

wife of Bernard Feder

mother of Stephen Benjamin

mother of Mona Kornberg

mother of Maya Schonbach

mother of Frieda Forman

mother of Brenda Wolpert

father of Steven Leikin

father of Abraham Hirsz

mother of Lorne Cappe and Mel Cappe

mother of Chana Korenblum 

and Jacob Korenblum

father of Dorothy Markiewicz

mother of Betty Colt

mother of Kathryn Polson 

Ferguson

father of Joan Schoenfeld

mother of Neil Naft

mother of Albert Kerzner

father of Ron Kanter

father of Neil Travis

father of Cynthia Fisher

husband of Justine Silver

father of Mark Fox

mother of Daniel Traub-Werner

mother of Ricki Grushcow

father of Ursula Loewenstein

father of Shelly Weiss

father of Gary Lichtblau

son of Keren and Shalom  

Camenietzki

YARHZEIT ANNIVERSARIES

OUR CONDOLENCES TO…

Georges Benarroch, on the loss of his sister Yvette Solika Ayache

John Bohnen, on the loss of his mother Shirley Bohnen

Ronnie Levinson Burbank, on the loss of her husband Rob Burbank

Marni Cappe, on the loss of her mother Barbara Pliskin

Cynthia Fisher, on the loss of her mother Evelyn Fisher

Gary Friedlander, on the loss of his mother Selma Friedlander

Debbie Greenberg, on the loss of her father Arthur Greenberg 

Elaine Gold, on the loss of her husband Peter Gold 

Leisa Hirtz on the loss of her brother Anthony McKinnon

Cynthia Lazar, on the loss of her father Leo Lazar  

Harvey Roff ’s Family

Marla Schacter, on the loss of her father Percy Schacter

Justine Silver and Elaana Fields-Shvartsman, on the loss of their father Joseph “Josh” Fields

“May their souls be bound up in the bond of everlasting life.” 
ויצרור בצרור החיים את נשמותיהם
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THE MEMBERS OF OUR
2018-2019 BOARD OF GOVERNORS 

Back Row: Lorne Cappe, Rabbi Elkin, Micky Fraterman, Reuven 
Shlozberg, Simon Houpt

Middle Row: Stephen Benjamin, Barry Pervin, David Barkin, Roz 
Train, Jodi Block, Brenlee Robinson

Front Row: Anna Pace, Avi Schonbach, Hart Schwartz, Liz Bohnen, 

Not Pictured: Lawrence Aronovitch, Georges Benarroch, Jenn Gold, 
Mickey Narun, Ryan Peck, Nathan Perlis
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In June, the membership elected a new shul board, which will be led by co-presidents Avi Schonbach and Hart Schwartz. 
The new board looks forward to another great year at the Narayever. 

Meeting to Discuss the Recognition of Canada’s Indigenous People
Open Board Meeting on Sunday September 16, 7:00 pm 

Join us to discuss the most appropriate manner for the First Narayever Congregation to recognize the 
Indigenous People of Canada. Specifics of the  particular options under consideration are set out in some 
detail in the Narayever Net

All are welcome.



Co-Presidents      
Avi Schonbach & Hart Schwartz 

president@narayever.ca

Vice President         
Anna Pace   

  vp@narayever.ca                

Secretary         
Roz Train     

secretary@narayever.ca     

Treasurer            
Stephen Benjamin 

treasurer@narayever.ca           

Past-President         
Liz Bohnen 

pastpresident@narayever.ca         

Adult Education                      
Brenlee Robinson

education@narayever.ca    

Bar/Bat Mitzvah             
Simon Houpt                  

bbm@narayever.ca

Building            
Mickey Narun 

  building@narayever.ca               

Communications          
Reuven Shlozberg                  

communications@narayever.ca  

Food                       
Lorne Cappe   

food@narayever.ca          

Governance          
Barry Pervin           

governance@narayever.ca      
   

Hesed                                    
Jodi Block

hesed@narayever.ca 

Israel                                        
 Georges Benarroch     
israel@narayever.ca

High Holidays                                  
Roz Train        

hhd@narayever.ca

Membership & Shul Community                               
David Barkin     

membership@narayever.ca   

Ritual                                              
Lawrence Aronovitch
ritual@narayever.ca

Social Action                               
Ryan Peck    

socialaction@narayever.ca

Wider Community                                         
 Micky Fraterman    

widercommunity@narayever.ca

Youth                                            
Jenn Gold & Nathan Perlis

youth@narayever.ca

Staff   
                                    

 Rabbi Edward Elkin       
rabbi@narayever.ca

Tefillah Coach         
Ruth Rohn       

tefillah@narayever.ca

Family & Youth Engagement                                           
  Sabrina Friedman       

sabrina@narayever.ca

Director of Administration                                           
  Marsha Frydenberg               
 admin@narayever.ca

Administration                               
  Michael Boyd              

narayever@gmail.com
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1.
I don’t know who God is exactly.
But I’ll tell you this.
I was sitting in the river named Clarion, on a water splashed 
stone
and all afternoon I listened to the voices of the river talking.
Whenever the water struck a stone it had something to say,
and the water itself, and even the mosses trailing under the 
water.
And slowly, very slowly, it became clear to me what they 
were saying.
Said the river I am part of holiness.
And I too, said the stone. And I too, whispered the moss 
beneath the water.
I’d been to the river before, a few times.
Don’t blame the river that nothing happened quickly.
You don’t hear such voices in an hour or a day.
You don’t hear them at all if selfhood has stuffed your ears.
And it’s difficult to hear anything anyway, through all the 
traffic, the ambition.

2.
If God exists he isn’t just butter and good luck.
He’s also the tick that killed my wonderful dog Luke.
Said the river: imagine everything you can imagine, then 
keep on going.
Imagine how the lily (who may also be a part of God) would 
sing to you if it could sing,
if you would pause to hear it.
And how are you so certain anyway that it doesn’t sing?
If God exists he isn’t just churches and mathematics.
He’s the forest, He’s the desert.
He’s the ice caps, that are dying.
He’s the ghetto and the Museum of Fine Arts.
He’s van Gogh and Allen Ginsberg and Robert Motherwell.
He’s the many desperate hands, cleaning and preparing  
their weapons.
He’s every one of us, potentially.
The leaf of grass, the genius, the politician, the poet.
And if this is true, isn’t it something very important?
Yes, it could be that I am a tiny piece of God, and each  
of you too, or at least
of his intention and his hope.
Which is a delight beyond measure.
I don’t know how you get to suspect such an idea. m

o
I only know that the river kept singing.
It wasn’t a persuasion, it was all the river’s own constant joy
which was better by far than a lecture, which was  
comfortable, exciting, unforgettable.

3.
Of course for each of us, there is the daily life.
Let us live it, gesture by gesture.
When we cut the ripe melon, should we not give it thanks?
And should we not thank the knife also?
We do not live in a simple world.

4.
There was someone I loved who grew old and ill
One by one I watched the fires go out.
There was nothing I could do
except to remember
that we receive
then we give back.

5.
My dog Luke lies in a grave in the forest, she is given back.
But the river Clarion still flows from wherever it comes from
to where it has been told to go.
I pray for the desperate earth.
I pray for the desperate world.
I do the little each person can do, it isn’t much.
Sometimes the river murmurs, sometimes it raves.

6.
Along its shores were, may I say, very intense cardinal  
flowers.
And trees, and birds that have wings to uphold them, 
 for heaven’s sakes–
the lucky ones: they have such deep natures,
they are so happily obedient.
While I sit here in a house filled with books,
ideas, doubts, hesitations.

7.
And still, pressed deep into my mind, the river
keeps coming, touching me, passing by on its
long journey, its pale, infallible voice singing.

At the River Clarion
by Mary Oliver




